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OBJECTIVE
The primary objective of this project is to obtain a better understanding of solidification
processes in immiscible alloy systems. While many alloys in these systems show great potential
for use in engineering applications (in particular for superconductors, bearings, catalysts,
electrical contacts, and magnetic materials) control of the solidification process is difficult due to
gravitationally imposed flows and sedimentation. This project makes use of the low-g
environment available during low-Earth orbit to obtain samples solidified without the deleterious
influence of gravity. The experimental results are compared to those obtained from modeling the
solidification process and are used to help enhance the models developed. Success in this effort
will eventually lead to an improved knowledge of ways in which to control microstructures
developed in these intriguing alloys.
BACKGROUND
Two-liquid immiscibility is usually associated with a monotectic alloy system, an example of
which is represented by the phase diagram in Figure 1. One of the most prominent features of
this phase diagram is the miscibility gap in which two separate liquids co-exist over a
temperature and composition range. It is also apparent that a transformation can occur in this
system which involves the decomposition of one liquid phase to form a solid and another liquid
phase (i.e. the monotectic reaction Ll---> Sl + L2).
The monotectic reaction is similar to another type of reaction, called the eutectic reaction, which
occurs in many alloy systems (L _ Si + $2). As a result, some of the theoretical work carried
out on eutectics can provide a starting point for the development of a model for monotectics.
However, the fact that one of the product phases in a monotectic is a liquid can lead to
substantially different behavior than that observed in eutectic systems where both product phases
are solids.
One of the useful features of eutectic alloy systems is that by directionally solidifying the alloys
under the proper conditions, a structure can be obtained which consists of aligned fibers of one
phase in a matrix of the other. This fibrous composite structure forms as a result of the unmixing
of the liquid phase to form the two product phases. In this reaction the solute rejected during the
formation of one of the solid phases is consumed in the formation of the other solid phase. This
"coupled growth" process has also been observed in some immiscible alloy systems for alloys of
monotectic composition.
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Figure 1. Phase diagram for the aluminum-indium alloy system
It is well known that in eutectic alloy systems, alloys which are off of eutectic composition can
also be directionally solidified to produce fibrous microstructures. In fact, the use of off-eutectic
compositions provides a means of controlling the volume fraction of the fibrous phase.
However, there has been some controversy whether off- monotectic alloys, especially those with
solute contents higher than the monotectic (i.e. hypermonotectic alloys) can be directionally
solidified under conditions which would lead to a stable coupled growth process and the
development of a fibrous microstructure.
As seen in an off-eutectic alloy, steady state coupled growth in an off-monotectic alloy should
involve two diffusion fields. One of these fields would be associated with the "unmixing"
process, which is part of coupled growth. This diffusion field should only extend into the liquid
a short distance, approximately one half the interfiber spacing. The other diffusion field would
arise due to the alloy being off of monotectic composition. The composition of the liquid far
removed from the solidification front would be equal to the alloy composition, while the
composition at the front would be held at the monotectic composition. This composition
variation, which would occur primarily close to the solidification front, is called the solute
boundary layer.
The presence of a solute boundary layer in the liquid in advance of the solidification front gives
rise to the possibility of interfacial instability. The composition variation with position in the
liquid results in a variation in the temperature at which the miscibility gap would be entered.
Just adjacent to the interface, a temperature as low as the montectic temperature can be tolerated
without entering the miscibility gap. However, as the composition increases with distance from
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the interfacethetemperatureat which themiscibility gapwouldbeenteredincreasesaswell. If
the thermal gradientin thesampleis insufficient to keepthe local temperatureabovethe local
miscibility gap temperature,the secondphaseimmiscible liquid can form in advanceof the
solidification front anddisruptthecoupledgrowth process.Theconditionswhich mustbemet in
orderto avoidthis instabilityaregivenby therelationship
Gt. m_. (C o -C,,, )
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where GL = temperature gradient in the liquid
V = solidification front velocity
mL = slope of the (Ll + L2) two-phase boundary
Co = alloy composition
CM = monotectic composition
DL = diffusivity of solute in the liquid
If the above conditions are met it should be possible to produce an aligned fibrous composite
microstructure even in a hypermonotectic alloy. It is important to note that since the formation
of the L2 phase in advance of the solidification front can be suppressed, difficulties due to
sedimentation of the L2 phase during directional solidification can be avoided. However, there
are other gravity driven phenomena that make ground based experimentation difficult.
While the solute depleted boundary layer in advance of a solidification front should make it
possible to achieve steady state coupled growth by using the proper growth conditions, this
boundary layer may give rise to undesirable fluid flow in the sample. In almost every known
immiscible alloy system the solute has a higher density than the solvent. This implies that for
vertical solidification, the solute depleted boundary layer in advance of the solidification front
will have a lower density than the liquid above it. This density variation is expected to result in
convective flows which can lead to difficulties during solidification. In most cases the resulting
convective flow can cause compositional variations that are sufficient to prevent coupled growth
over a substantial portion of the sample.
In order to obtain steady state coupled growth conditions in immiscible alloys both interfacial
stability and convective stability will be required. It should be possible to obtain interfacial
stability by directionally solidifying alloys using a high thermal gradient to growth rate ratio.
This requirement can best be met by using a furnace that can produce a high thermal gradient in
the sample during solidification. Convective stability presents more of a problem. Analysis
implies that the only way to reduce convective flows to the level required for this study is by
carrying out directional solidification under microgravity conditions.
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
The Coupled Growth in Hypermonotectics project involves the directional solidification of a
range of alloy compositions over a range of growth rates. For the Life and Microgravity
Spacelab (LMS) mission, three alloy compositions in the aluminum-indium immiscible system
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Figure 2. Schematic of the ampoule assembly utilized to process aluminum-indium immiscible
alloys during the LMS mission.
were directionally solidified. The Advanced Gradient Heating Facility (AGHF) was used to
directionally solidify these samples and all samples were solidified at the same rate of 1.0 I.tm/s.
The samples were sealed under vacuum in aluminum nitride ampoules which contained several
sample segments, pistons and a spring in order to maintain the desired growth conditions during
processing (See Figure 2). Thermocouples were embedded into the wall of the ampoule and
were used to monitor temperatures and determine thermal gradients and growth rates. Alloys
were produced from five-nines pruity components and were vacuum induction melted.
A great deal of effort was used in the preparation of the alloy and ampoule assemblies in order to
avoid the presence of any free surfaces or voids in the samples during processing. Free surfaces
were undesirable because the surface tension driven flow at those surfaces could result in
undesirable mixing within the sample. In order to avoid free surfaces generated due to
contraction of the sample prior to and during solidification, a piston and high temperature carbon
spring were utilized. In an attempt to reduce any residual gasses, which could have led to bubble
formation, the alloys were vacuum induction melted. In addition, the ampoule components were
all vacuum degassed at 1250 ° C for more than 6 hours. Samples were loaded and sealed under a
vacuum of at least I x 10 -4 Tort.
During processing, data was collected on furnace position, acceleration (3 axes), furnace
translation rate, sample thermocouple outputs, and hot and cold zone temperatures.
Figure 3. Computed tomography image obtained for the 18.5wt% In sample, FM 1.
Metallographic and compositional information is also to be obtained on these samples. The
directionally solidified samples will be longitudinally sectioned and one of the sample halves
mounted for metallographic analysis. The other half of the sample will be transversely sectioned
and these sections used for compositional analysis (using precision density measurements) and
then metallographic analysis. Analysis of the transverse sections will permit determination of
interfiber spacings and the volume fractions of the phases along the length of the sample.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several difficulties were encountered during processing of the CGH samples aboard LMS. The
first difficulty concerned a thermal gradient in the flight furnace that was substantially lower than
that obtained using the engineering model of the furnace. This reduced thermal gradient is
expected to have a detrimental influence on the ability to maintain a stable solidification front,
especially for the highest composition alloy. Another difficulty involved the loss of data
telemetry from the AGHF during processing of the 18.5%. In alloy. Several attempts were made
to reestablish the data link without success. Unfortunately, there was no data recording
capability within the AGHF facility so all data on furnace position and sample temperatures were
lost for this sample.
Radiographic analysis and computed tomography of the samples while still in their ampoules
revealed the presence of several significant sized voids in in two of the flight samples (See
Figures 3, 4 and 5). These unexpected voids give rise to several difficulties. First, the voids
provide free surfaces, which, with the high thermal gradients in this experiment can allow
surface tension induced flow and undesirable mixing in the sample. However, perhaps an even
worse problem is the inconsistency in growth conditions that will exist along the sample. The
voids will obviously change the local cross sectional area of the sample and sectionTj 33 0 TD /SR 9 T 0 TDTj 11 0 TD (and)sTj 
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Figure4. Computedtomographyimageof the 19.7wt%In, FM 2 sample.
Figure 5. Computedtomographyimageobtainedfor the 17.3wt%In, monotecticcomposition
sample,FM 3.
Oneof the first questionswhich must beansweredin this study concerns the source of these
voids. This information is especially important since additional flight experiments are
anticipated in this study. As a result, the primary focus of this project to date has been to
determine the source of these unexpected voids.
There are several factors that could have led to the development of voids in these samples. For
example, if the high temperature spring failed or if one of the pistons stuck, the ampoule would
not be able to compensate for the thermal contraction in the melt or for the solidification
shrinkage. This type of failure could result in the formation of voids. In several of the early
experiments carried out during development of the ampoule assembly the aluminum-indium
alloy leaked past the uppermost piston into the area containing the spring. At these elevated
temperatures (1110 ° C) the carbon spring and aluminum react to form aluminum carbide, thus
destroying the spring. After initial testing of the ampoule assembly, more stringent
specifications were placed on the tolerances and surface finish for the ampoule bore and pistons.
Further testing indicated this problem had been solved. However, it is apparent from post flight
x-ray analysis of the ampoule assemblies that leakage into the spring area occurred in two of the
flight ampoules and one of the ground based ampoules. Once this leakage occurred is assumed
the spring would have become ineffective.
Another factor that could lead to the development of voids in the samples is leakage of gas past
the silver chloride seal at the bottom of the ampoule. Gas that entered the ampoule could result
in bubble formation in the melt if the gas pressure within the bubble could not be overcome by
the spring assembly. Each ampoule was helium leak tested after assembly in order to avoid this
possibility. However, it is conceivable that changes in the integrity of the seal occurred during
subsequent handling or during heating for processing.
Another possibility for gas bubble formation involves gas release from within the ampoule either
due to decomposition of a component at temperature or due to a reaction. A reaction between
the aluminum or indium and the aluminum nitride ampoule is not anticipated. In addition,
reactions between the ampoule and carbon spring were not observed during testing. The vapor
pressures of aluminum and indium are both rather low at the temperatures utilized and should be
easily overcome by the spring pressure. However, it is still possible that some reaction is taking
place that was overlooked.
Since this experiment is to fly on future missions, it was felt that identification of the source of
the voids in these samples was a critical factor. Much insight could be gained by determining
whether the voids contained a gas, and if so, the composition of that gas. As a result most of our
recent efforts have focused on identifying the contents of the voids. The first thought was to
open the ampoules in a vacuum chamber and to monitor the species released using a mass
spectrometer. However, a survey of equipment at the University of Alabama at Birmingham and
at Marshall Space Flight Center revealed that an appropriately sized chamber was not available
and that mechanical manipulation within the chamber in order to open the ampoule was very
limited. Further discussions led us to Dr. Witold Palosz at the Marshall Space Flight Center who
has been using a specifically designed apparatus to determine residual gas content in fused silica
ampoules used in semiconductor processing. Dr. Palosz's approach has been to break open an
ampoule in a small vacuum chamber and determine the gas content by slowly lowering the
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Figure 6. Pressure vs. temperature variations during a typical residual gas analysis. The open
circles represent a nitrogen calibration curve while the open triangles represent a carbon
monoxide calibration curve. The temperature scale covers a range of roughly 20K to 120K.
temperature and monitoring pressure changes. By noting the temperatures at which pressure
drops occur (due to condensation) it is possible to identify the gases present. Significant
modifications, including the construction of a new vacuum chamber, were necessary before this
apparatus could be used to open the aluminum-nitride ampoules. Before the final configuration
was obtained, several versions were tested, and the apparatus was redesigned and reconstructed.
As a result, the apparatus was only recently available for use and a limited amount of time has
been available for the analysis of data. The findings, while preliminary, are quite interesting and
are discussed below.
Preliminary Findings
In order to facilitate opening of an ampoule in the vacuum chamber, a shallow groove was cut
around the perimeter of the ampoule at the desired location. The ampoule was then placed in the
vacuum chamber such that the groove location was within with a bellows in the system. After
evacuating the system, the ampoule could be fractured simply by bending the system at the
bellows.
A typical test procedure involved evacuation of the chamber for a sufficient time to allow the
ampoule to out-gas. After out-gassing had dropped to a reasonable value, the ampoule was
cracked and the gas collected. The temperature was then lowered and pressure changes
monitored in order to determine the gas content. A typical Pressure vs. Temperature plot is
shown in Figure 6. This figure also contains calibration curves for nitrogen (open circles) and
carbon monoxide (open triangles) which are the most difficult gases to distinguish by this
technique.
The first sample tested in the system, sample FM1, exhibited behavior which was later found to
be nontypical. After evacuating the system for one hour the sample was found to be out-gassing
at a rate of 400mTorr/lar. After 20 hours total pumping time the out-gassing rate had dropped to
150m Torr/hr. The outgassing rate then dropped to 40mTorr/hr after a total of 46 hours and to
13 mTorr/hr after 66 hours. When the ampoule was opened only 0.06cm 3 of gas (at standard
temperature and pressure) was released. These results indicate that a leak may have been present
in this ampoule. All of the sealed ampoules were helium leak tested before being incorporated
into the cartridge assemblies for processing. However, it is possible that the seal failed either
during handling or during processing. Retesting of all of the ampoule seals is currently planned
in order to determine if seal leakage was a contributing factor to void formation in some cases.
Another possibility is that a hairline crack developed in the ampoule when the groove was cut to
serve as a fracture site. Most of the other ampoule assemblies did not exhibit outgassing to this
extent. In addition, as shown in Table 1, the volume of gas released when the other flight
ampoules were opened was much more significant, giving volumes of 1.7 and 0.92 cm 3 at STP.
Compositional analysis of the gas obtained from the flight ampoules revealed that a significant
amount of nitrogen was present in all cases. While preliminary, indications are that carbon
monoxide was also present in two of the ampoules. It is tempting to speculate on the source of
this carbon monoxide, especially since this gas was found in the two ampoules in which the alloy
leaked past the piston and came in contact with the carbon spring. However, additional
calibration runs are necessary to verify the presence of carbon monoxide. These calibration runs
are the next order of business.
The nitrogen found in these flight ampoules may have come from several sources. Of course,
one possibility is from air which was either trapped in, or leaked into, the ampoule. Since the
ampoules were sealed in a vacuum after an elevated temperature bakeout there should have been
very little air initially present in the ampoules. Another possibility is due to breakdown of the
aluminum nitride ampoule material at the elevated temperatures used during processing. While
there is very little information available pertaining to this possibility, tests are currently being
carried out to collect gases released by aluminum nitride during extended duration elevated
temperature exposure.
Two ground based control samples were also processed as a part of this investigation. One of
these samples, GM1, contained a rather large void in the cold load segment of the ampoule.
Unfortunately, this ampoule was apparently cracked when the groove was cut to facilitate
opening and a gas analysis could not be obtained. The remaining ground based ampoule, GM2,
exhibited almost ideal behavior. The sample was essentially void free and no leakage occurred
past the piston into the spring assembly. Analysis of the residual gas present in this ampoule
revealed 0.34 cm 3 of almost pure hydrogen (at standard temperature and pressure) was present.
Obviously this result is quite different than that observed in the other ampoules. We currently
have no explanation for the source of this gas.
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Table 1: Preliminary Results from Residual Gas Analysis
SAMPLE COMPOSITION PRELIMINARY GAS VOLUME COMMENTS
NUMBER (wt % In) GAS AT SYP(cm 3)
COMPOSITION
FM1 18.5 Nitrogen + some 0.06 May have
CO2 leaked
FM2 19.7 Nitrogen 1.73
FM3 17.3 Mostly nitrogen 0.92
some CO & H2
GM 1 18.5 Ampoule
cracked
GM2 19.7 Almost all 0.34 Essentially void
hydrogen free
SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS
To summarize our findings to date, three immiscible aluminum indium samples were
directionally solidified during the LMS mission. Two of these samples contained voids that
were sufficient in size to modify the solidification parameters locally during processing. In
addition, the aluminum-indium alloy leaked past the uppermost piston in two of the flight
ampoules and one of the ground based ampoules and destroyed the carbon spring. Most work to
date has concentrated on identifying the gas present in the voids in order to help determine their
source.
Residual gas analysis revealed that the voids contained primarily nitrogen with some ampoules
also containing smaller amounts of a gas, which, at this stage is thought to be carbon monoxide.
Additional testing must be carried out to verify this finding. Analysis of one of the ground based
ampoules revealed a residual gas composed almost entirely of hydrogen. This ground-based
sample was essentially void free.
Much remains to be done in the analysis of these samples. Part of this work involves a
continuation of the investigation of void formation. This will include collection and testing of
any gases released during extended duration high temperature exposure of an ampoule. The
seals for each ampoule will also be helium leak tested. Additional testing will be carried out to
determine if the ampoules all met surface finish and tolerance specifications as well.
In addition to the work described above, an extensive amount of metallographic analysis remains
to be done on these samples. This work will involve determination of the interfiber spacings and
volume fractions of phases as a function of position along the samples. The findings from the
metallographic analysis will be used to first determine if interface stability and coupled growth
were obtained. The specific microstructural details will then be used to test the monotectic
solidification model developed as part of this investigation.
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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY
Well over 1000 alloy systems exhibit immiscible behavior in the liquid state, where, like oil and
water, two liquids form that do not mix. Many of these alloy systems show promise for use in
engineering applications such as superconductors, high performance permanent magnets,
electrical contact materials and catalysts. However, controlling the solidification process in
order to produce desirable structures in these alloys is very difficult. An improved understanding
of solidification processes is needed, but study of the solidification process on Earth is hindered
by the inherent flows which occur in these systems and by the possibility of the heavier of the
two liquid phases sinking to the bottom of the container during processing.
The objective of this investigation is to gain an improved understanding of solidification
processes in immiscible alloy systems. A portion of the study involves the development of
experimental techniques which will permit solidification of immiscible alloys to produce aligned
microstructures. A parallel effort is underway to develop a model for the solidification process
in these alloy systems. This analysis avoids many of the simplifying assumptions often utilized
in similar analyses. Results from experimentation will be compared to those predicted from the
model and utilized to improve the model. In order to permit solidification under the conditions
necessary to form fibrous structures in these immiscible alloys, experimentation must be carried
out under low-gravity conditions.
"-This experiment used the Advanced Gradient Heating Facility (AGHF) and low-gravity
conditions to help remove the complications of sedimentation and buoyancy driven convective
flow during directional solidification of immiscible alloys. Alloys in the aluminum indium
system were solidified using specialized aluminum nitride ampoules in order to control several
undesirable effects that are sometimes observed during low gravity processing. Three alloy
compositions were processed in order to permit comparison with the model over a composition
range. Two ground based control samples were processed under conditions identical to those of
two of the flight samples in order to allow a direct comparison of the results.
Upon analysis several voids were found in two of the flight ampoules. The presence of these
voids will present problems in the analysis of the samples since the voids can influence the
solidification conditions locally. Most work to date has focused on identifying the gas present in
these voids in an attempt to identify their source. Preliminary data has been collected and
several experiments are underway in this area. The next step in the project will involve a
detailed structural analysis of the samples.
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LMS-AGHF-ESA2b EXPERIMENT DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION
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(1) OBJECTIVES
In the case of directional solidification of inoculated alloys under diffusive transport conditions,
the transition from columnar to equiaxed grain structure is predicted to occur continuously through
intermediate mixed structures, as a function of the nuclei density No, temperature gradient G and
solidification rate R [1]. The Hunt's model could not be verified experimentally [2, 3] because, in
practice, gravity driven convection affects these three parameters. For this reason, more recent
models [4, 5] try to include convective effects. However, in order to assess the models, experiments
able to separate convection from the other mechanisms involved are still needed. The purpose of
the LMS-AGI-IF-ESA2b experiment was to examine the columnar to equiaxed transition (CET) in a
refined AI-4wt.%Cu alloy under conditions in which convection is minimized and diffusive
phenomena are dominant, and in which the nuclei density No is controlled through the refiner
content. From these experimental results, we expected to check Hunt's model, and in a more
general way, to better understand the underlying physical mechanisms associated with equiaxed
dendritic solidification of alloys, and the influence of convection on this type of growth.
(2) BACKGROUND
Metal alloys normally solidify with dendritic structures. In constrained growth, arrays of
columnar dendrites are commonly observed and grow parallel and in a direction opposite to that of
heat flow. However, with aluminium alloys used for engineering applications it is frequently
desirable to ensure that the east microstructure has an equiaxed dendritic as opposed to a columnar
dendritic morphology. In aluminium the columnar to equiaxed transition is promoted by the
addition of inoculants which are termed grain refining master alloys (or grain refiners) [6]. Grain
refiners are most commonly A1-Ti-B master alloys. Over the last two decades much work has been
done to understand the factors which influence the columnar to equiaxed transition. Hunt [1]
proposed to model steady state equiaxed growth in the constitutional undercooled region in front of
a columnar array, in order to predict the transition from columnar to equiaxed grain structure as a
function of the nuclei density No, and local temperature gradient G and solidification rate R.
Weinberg and co-workers [2, 3] undertook unidirectional solidification experiments vertically
upwards in Sn-Pb and AI-Cu systems, in non steady state conditions, so that G and R varied
continuously during solidification, to track the CET and check Hunt's model. But they could not
verify the Hunt's prediction for inoculated samples, partly due to the low thermal gradients
involved. In fact, gravity driven convection may strongly affect both the nuclei distribution and the
undercooled region. For this reason, more recent models [4,5,7] try to include these last effects.
However, well controlled equiaxed dendritic solidification experiments are needed to provide
benchmark data for the testing and refinement equiaxed microstructure evolution models, both in
the pure diffusion limit as well as with convection.
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With thisaim in view, we performed a series of experiments under reduced gravity (EUROMIR
95 and LMS 96) where AI-4wt.%Cu alloys refined at different levels (2 to 50 ppm B, and l0 to 250
ppm Ti) with AI-5Ti-IB master alloys, were unidirectionally solidified with continuously
decreasing temperature gradient G and increasing rate R. Nearly isothermal samples from the same
batch were also solidified in parallel, to give the reference purely equiaxed microstructure.
Reference ground based experiments were also performed in identical thermal conditions with
different orientations relative to gravity. In this paper we only present the results of the LMS-
AGHF-ESA2b experiments.
(3) EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
3.1 Materials
Two ingots were prepared from super purity AI (99995 wt%) and electrolytic Cu, at the nominal
composition of 4 wt.%Cu and with the respective refiner contents given in Table 1, according to the
following procedure. The AI-4wt.%Cu master alloy was melted in a 42 mm diameter graphite
mould coated with boron nitride. The required quantity of grain refiner, cut from an AI-5wt.%Ti-
lwt.%B master alloy in rod-form, and Ti in excess if needed, was stirred into the melt for 3
minutes, and the alloy was then solidified at a cooling rate of 5°C/min, in a thermal gradient of
about 16°C/cm. For the unidirectional solidification experiments, four equivalent rods were
extracted from each ingot by spark erosion, and then machined to the diameter of 12 mm. Ground
reference and space samples were taken from equivalent rods.
Experiments A1-5Ti-IB rate Ti content B content Microgravity ground based
(kg/T) (ppm) (ppm) samples samples
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Figure 1 " Schematic representation of LMS-AGHF-ESA 2b experiment.
Thermal data
Thermal conditions in the gradient samples are analysed by recording time variations of the
temperature differences between neighbouring thermocouples of the central capillary. Times
corresponding to the passing of the solidification front at the level of each thermocouple are then
determined from the breaks appearing on these curves, and the average velocity between
thermocouples i and i+1 is evaluated as :
j_. __ Xi+l -- X i
ti+t- ti
where x_isthe positionof thermocouple i,and t_the passingtime of the frontatthermocouple i.
The temperaturegradientintheliquidahead thefrontisthencalculatedas :
T_+,(t, - 2ran) - T_(t, - 2ran)
aLl =
Xi÷ I --X i
Values of G and R at the beginning and end of solidification are given on Table 2. An example of
the overall solidification paths in a logR vs logG diagram is shown on Fig5.
Microsmactural examination
Longitudinal sections of solidified rods, taken parallel to the growth direction, were prepared by
conventional metallographic procedures. In order to reveal grain morphologies, and to enable
equiaxed grain densities to be measured, metallographic sections were anodized with HBF4
aqueous solution (34% HBF4 acid in water) at 30 V DC for between 2 and 3 minutes at room
temperature. When viewed with crossed polarizers in an optical microscope, grains of different
orientations were clearly delineated. Grain density measurements were performed only on those
parts of samples that were found to have a fully equiaxed grain morphology. The grain density was
evaluated by means of image processing softwares and grains counting methods based on
stereology [8, 9].
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(4)EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1Isothermalsamples
Typical grain structures formed in isothermal samples under microgravity and on the ground are
shown in the longitudinal sections of Fig.2a and b. Average grain densities measured on the
different isothermal samples are given on Table 2.
mm
a b
Figure 2: Optical micrograph of an anodized microstructure viewed under polarized light showing a
longitudinal section of: a) FMI microgravity isothermal sample, with a regular equiaxed structure, b) GM2
ground based isothermal sample, with a strong settling effect.
Sample No (part./mm _)
FMI 5.1
FM2 1.37 12.7 1.10 10-3
GMI 0.35 19.2 1.70 10-_
GM2 0.92 12.7 1.28 10"
Initial thermal conditions
G(K/cm) - R(cm/s)
17.0 6.82 10"_
Final thermal conditions
G(K/cm) - R(cm/s)
5.3 2.58 10s
5.6 1.20 10"_
5.4 1.93 10.2
8.8 1.50 10"_
Table 2 :Averaged No measurements for isothermal samples :
initial and final thermal conditions (G, R) at the growth front, for gradient samples.
In microgravity isothermal FM2 sample, the equiaxed grain structure is very regular with
homogeneous grain size. In presence of excess Ti (FM1 sample) grain sizes are smaller (nearly a
factor 2). A slight variation of grain size can be observed for this sample, probably due to a bad
distribution of excess Ti. All the grains have a dendritic microstructure. In ground based samples
GM1 and GM2, grain sizes are much less uniform than in microgravity, as shown in Fig.2b : a thin
region with very small grains is present at the bottom of the samples, but grains are much larger in
the central part, so that the average grain density is larger than in microgravity (Table 2)
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42 Gradient samples
Microgravity gradient samples FM1 and FM2 show a continuous transition from an anisotropic
structure at the beginning of solidification (Fig.3) towards a fully equiaxed microstructure at the
end of solidification (Fig4a). Indeed, the interdendritic segregated regions are found to be
elongated and preferentially oriented in the direction of the temperature gradient in the first part of
the sample (Fig3a), and this effect progressively disappears along the solidification direction. This
anisotropy is however not reflected in the grain structure itself, which shows no elongation in the
solidification direction (Fig3b). One can only remark a tendency for the grain boundaries to be
either parallel to the temperature gradient, or nearly perpendicular to it. Eutectic inclusions are
preferentially concentrated along the first type of boundaries. These inclusions form dihedral angles
at the intersection of perpendicular boundaries (Fig.3c). In the regions where the grain boundaries
are not filled with eutectic, small aligned AI2Cu platelets are observable (Fig3d). In presence of
excess Ti (FM1 sample), the equiaxed region at the end exhibits smaller dendritic grains.
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Figure 3 : Microstructures obtained in the first solidified part of FMI gradient sample : a) SEM picture
showing the elongation of interdendritic segregated regions in the solidification direction, b) optical
metallography of anodized sample showing no elongation of the grains, c)dihedral angle formed at the
junction between a eutectic inclusion and a grain boundary perpendicular to the solidification direction, d)
aligned AI2Cu precipitates formed at a grain boundary containing no eutectic.
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GroundbasedGMI and GM2 samplesexhibit slightly different grain structures, due to their
different Ti level• The GM1 sample (without excess Ti) is fully columnar, except at the end, where
few equiaxed grains appear, mainly on the periphery of the sample (Fig. 4b). In presence of excess
Ti (GM2 sample), a sharp transition from purely columnar to equiaxed structure is observed.
Figure 4 : grain structure of the last solidified part of gradient samples : a) equiaxed structu_ of the
microgravity sample FMI, b) mixed columnar-equiaxed structure of the ground sample GMI
(5) DISCUSSION
The mechanisms controlling the equiaxed grain sizes in the isothermal samples and the grain
structure transition in the gradient samples are discussed below. In each case, one first consider
space samples where convective effects are minimized. Then, the influence of convection is
discussed by comparing ground and space macrostructures•
5.1. Isothermal samples
In space samples, the refiner is found to operate, even for the case of the low Ti content (10ppm).
This result shows that there is no significant fading of the efficiency of the refiner particles during
their long stay into the liquid (4 hours), and that, if a lower limit of excess Ti necessary for
heterogeneous nucleation on the TiB2 particles exists, it should be very low. However, the grain
size is significantly smaller in the sample with lOOppm Ti. This may be due to an increase of the
number of efficient nucleation sites and/or a contribution of the Ti content in the liquid to slow
down the growth of the equiaxed grains. Comparatively, the grain structure in the ground samples
is strongly influenced by the settling of refiner particles towards the bottom. This settling is
however not complete due to the slight mixing by natural convection.
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5.2 Gradient samples
In order to interpret the microstructures observed in the microgravity and ground gradient
samples, we will first briefly recall the accepted description of the columnar-equiaxed transition.
The model of the columnar-equiaxed transition :
Considering the nucleation and growth of crystals inside the liquid ahead an already formed
solidification front (columnar front), and supposing that both the nucleating particles and the
growing crystals do not move, three different situations have to be distinguished :
• if equiaxed grains cannot nucleate, i.e. if the constitutional undercooling ahead the columnar
front is smaller than the nucleation undercooling, a purely columnar structure is expected ;
• if equiaxed gains can nucleate and grow enough to stop the advance of the columnar front, a
fully equiaxed structure will result ;
• at last, if the equiaxed grains do not fill completely the space before being reached by the
columnar front, then it is admitted that they will be overgrown by it, so that a mixed columnar-
equiaxed structure should be obtained. Let us remark that this presupposes that, due to a
selection mechanism associated with the relative cristallographic orientation of the grains,
growth of the former columnar grains is preferred to that of the new impinged grains.
A simple model has been proposed by Hunt [ 1] to predict the conditions for transition between
these different microstructures. The main assumptions of the model are the following :
• stationary state is considered, corresponding to the situation of directional solidification in a
Bridgman furnace ;
• ¢xluiaxed nucleation is possible only in the undereooled region, ahead of the columnar front ;
there is no convection, and the ¢quiaxed grains cannot be shifted out of the undercooled region.
• columnar undexcooling ATc is given as follows :
g is the columnar dendrite tip velocity, Co is the wt.% alloy composition. A = -ID/gm (1-k)F]
where D is the diffusion coefficient of solute in the liquid, m is the liquidus slope of the phase
diagram, k is the equilibrium distribution coefficient and F is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient. In
this expression, the DG/R contribution is neglected.
Briefly, a transition from a mixed to a fully equiaxed microstructure is predicted when :
eL < 0.617at0" 1- Arc
where Gt. is the temperature gradient in the melt, No the number of nucleating sites per unit volume,
and ATN is the nucleation undercooling. Hunt also considers that the structure becomes practically
fully columnar if the volume fraction of equiaxed grains becomes lower than an arbitrary limit. The
corresponding transition occurs when :
G L > 0.617(100No) '/' 1 - k,ATc)
If ATN can be neglected compared to ATc, the above relations simplify as follows :
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G<O'617N° \---A2 and G>O.617(IOONo/j3
Comparison with our space results •
In our experiment, a preferential growth of the grains in the direction opposite to the heat flux is
evidenced by the elongation of the interdendritic segregated regions. But, contrarily to the
theoretical expectations, one cannot distinguish two different categories among the grains and none
of them appears elongated. A similar trend was observed in the previous MIR experiment with a
higher refiner content. But, in the present case, the elongation length of the segregated regions
appears even larger than the characteristic dimension of the grains. This can only be explained by a
motion of the grain boundaries behind the front. Such a motion of the transverse grain boundaries is
possible since they generally did not contain residual liquid (as evidenced by the absence of a
eutectic layer). On another hand, the presence of fine AI2Cu precipitates along all the boundaries
attests that this motion occurred above the euteetic temperature. Finally, a consistent description of
the formation of the observed grain structure would be as follows : A large density of more or less
elongated grains would initially be formed because, due to the absence of a sharp selection
mechanism, new impinged grains would grow as well as the older ones. Then, grain boundaries
which become free of residual liquid might start moving, thus leading to a more stable isotropic
arrangement of the grain structure. Thus, the above microstructure will be referred to as
"recristallized" in the following.
According to our interpretation, the transition between our recristallized microstructure and the
fully equiaxed one should correspond to the equiaxed-mixed transition of Hunt's model. In order to
compare the observed conditions of the transition with the ones predicted by the model, we
proceeded in the following way. Due to the low Ti levels of interest, viz 0.001-0.01 wt.%, we have
neglected the growth restriction effect (the product m(1-k) is large for Ti in molten AI [10]), and
we have considered our alloys were strictly binary. Thus, we have taken for A the experimental
value given by Hunt [1], A = 300 lam.sl.wt.%K "z. As Ziv and Weinberg did [3], we have
neglected the ATN term before ATc.
The isothermal samples were expected to solidify in an equiaxed way, to give us the number of
grains per unit volume, and thus the nuclei density No, with the Hunt's assumption where each
equiaxed grain is associated with a nucleation event. Grains counting methods based on stereology
give more accurate value for the grain density, than estimation from grain size measurements, due
to the dendritic form of the grains, and the polydisperse grain distribution. This density, considering
the Hunt's model, leads to the construction of equiaxed, mixed and columnar fields on a log(G)-
log(R) diagram. Thanks to thermal data, the construction of the <<solidification paths >>of each
experiment was made possible, as illustrated on Fig. 5.
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Figure 5 " Plot of growth velocity, IL against temperature gradient. G, showing the predicted columnar and
equiaxed regions for GMI sample, with the experimental solidification path.
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It permittedto establish the structures expected by Hunt and compare with our experimental
results. This comparison is summarized in Table 3.
Sample observed grain structure predicted grain structure
FM 1 recristallised-equiaxed columnar-mixed
FM2 recristallised-equiaxed columnar-mixed
GM 1 columnar-equiaxed columnar-mixed
GM2 columnar columnar-mixed
Table 3 : Comparison between the observed and predicted grain structures
It appears that our microgravity samples are more equiaxed than predicted. Several hypothesis
can be made to explain this departure :
• in Hunt's model, the contribution of solute boundary layer built-up ahead the columnar front to
decrease its temperature (by around DG/V) is neglected. This effect, which is not negligible in
the first part of our solidification path, does not change the local undercooling, but increases the
extent of the undercooled region, and thus gives more time for the equiaxed crystals to grow ;
• taking into account the growth restriction effect of Ti should slightly decrease the A value, and
thus shift the predicted transition towards lower velocities and higher gradients. On another
hand, no significant difference is observed in this respect between the samples with and without
excess Ti.
Ground samples / the effect of convection on the columnar-equiaxed transition :
Qualitatively, different complementary factors can be invoked to explain the observed shift of the
columnar-equiaxed transition under the effect of convection :
• as already evidenced on isothermal samples, the settling of nucleating particles causes an
accumulation in the lower stagnant parts and a depletion of N0 elsewhere ;
• in addition, part of the growing equiaxed crystals may be swept away from the front ;
• at last, the solute built-up ahead the front, and thus the corresponding contribution to the front
undercooling, are reduced, which leads to a decrease of the extent of the undercooled region.
The first factor can be taken into account at first order in the frame of Hunt's model by deriving
No from the average grain density measured in isothermal samples (Table 2). In this way, a rough
agreement is found with our ground experiments, which might be explained by the fact that
negligence of solute built-up is better justified in this case.
(6) CONCLUSIONS
The present microgravity experiment has for the first time shown a continuous transition from a
purely equiaxed to an anisotropic solidification microstructure as a function of solidification rate
and the local temperature gradient at the front. The conditions for the transition have been found to
somehow depart from the ones predicted by the simple model of Hunt which in particular neglects
the influence of solute built-up ahead the front. In addition, the aspect of the anisotropic
microstructure is not the same as anticipated in the model. This might be due to the fact that for our
experimental conditions, there was no strong selection mechanism operating.
By comparison, a very different microstructure is obtained in the corresponding ground
references. This is mainly the result of the important settling of the nucleating particles occurring
during the long stay in the liquid state inherent to the thermal profile presently applied. However
this single effect can hardly explain the abrupt character of the transition between zones with very
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large columnar grains and purely equiaxed zones A possible other factor is the motion of the
growing equiaxed crystals relative to the advancing columnar front. This last point is a topic for our
next proposed experiment in AGHF, which will focus on the morphology of the equiaxed grains
themselves.
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SUMMARY OF THE LMS-AGHF-ESA 2b EXPERIMENT
Ill the case of directional solidification of inoculated alloys under diffusive transport
conditions, the transition from columnar to equiaxed grain structure is predicted to occur
continuously through intermediate mixed structures, as a function of the nuclei density No,
temperature gradient G and solidification rate R. On the ground, gravity driven convection affects
these three parameters. For this reason, recent models try to include convective effects. However, in
order to assess the models, experiments able to separate convection from the other mechanisms
involved are still needed.
With this aim in view, we performed a series of experiments under reduced gravity
(EUROMIR 95 and LMS 96) where AI-4wt.%Cu alloys refined at different levels (2 to 50 ppm B,
and 10 to 250 ppm Ti) with A1-5Ti-IB master alloys, were unidirectionally solidified with
continuously decreasing temperature gradient G and increasing rate R. Nearly isothermal samples
from the same batch were also solidified in parallel, to give the reference purely equiaxed
microstructure. Reference ground based experiments were also performed in identical thermal
conditions with different orientations relative to gravity.In the present work, the results of the LMS
experiments are analysed.
In the samples solidified in microgavity under nearly isothermal conditions, the refiner is
found to operate, even for the case of the low Ti content (10ppm). This result shows that there is no
significant fading of the efficiency of the refiner particles during their long stay into the liquid (4
hours), and that, if a lower limit of excess Ti necessary for heterogeneous nucleation on the TiB2
particles exists, it should be very low. However, the grain size is significantly smaller in the sample
with 100ppm Ti. This may be due to an increase of the number of efficient nucleation sites and/or a
contribution of the Ti content in the liquid to slow down the growth of the equiaxed grains.
Comparatively, the grain structure in the ground samples is strongly influenced by the settling
of refiner particles towards the bottom. This settling is howver not complete due to the slight mixing
by natural convection.
Samples solidified under varying G and R in microgravity show for the first time a continuous
transition from a purely equiaxed to an anisotropic solidification microstructure as a function of
solidification rate and the local temperature gradient at the front. The conditions for the transition are
found to somehow depart from the ones predicted by the simple model of Hunt which in particular
negects the influence of solute built-up ahead the front.. In addition, the aspect of the anisotropic
microstructure is not the same as anticipated in the model. This might be due to the fact that for our
experimental conditions, there was no strong selection mechanism operating.
By comparison, a very different microstructure is obtained in the corresponding ground
references. This is mainly the result of the important settling of the nucleating particles occurring
during the long stay in the liquid state inherent to the thermal profile presently applied. However this
single effect can hardly explain the abrupt character of the transition between zones with very large
columnar grains and purely equiaxed zones. A possible other factor is the motion of the growing
equiaxed crystals relative to the advancing columnar front. This last point is a topic for our next
proposed experiment in AGHF. which will focus on the morphology of the equiaxed grains
themselves.
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RESUME
L'expErience spatiale LMS-AGHF-ESA8 est dEvolue _ l'Etude de la solidification des alliages
concentrEs. C'est un domaine qui souffre simultanEment de l'absence de description thEorique
rigoureuse des phEnomEnes physiques mis en jeux et d'un manque d'expEriences soignEes pour les
valider.
Nous dEcrivons le dispositif experimental et les param_tres de l'expErience, choisis pour en
optimiser les rEsultats. L'alliage retenu est ie pseudo-binaire semiconducteur GaSb-InSb, pris comme
matEriau module.
Les premiers rEsultats expErimentaux, qui restent _ completer par des mesures plus
approfondies, permettent de tirer des conclusions dans deux domaines :
- Du point de vue sEgrEgations chimiques, on a mis en Evidence dans I'Echantillon spatial une
homogEnEisation inattendue du liquide tout au long de ia solidification. Ce phEnom_ne ne rentre pas
du tout dans le cadre de notre comprehension actueile de la solidification des alliages concentrEs.
- Sur le plan des interactions cristal-creuset, le phEnom_ne de dEmouillage, consistant en un
dEcollement de i'Echantillon par rapport au creuset, a Et6 quantifiE pour la premiere fois. Les rEsultats
obtenus sont en bon accord avec nos derniers dEveloppement thEoriques sur le sujet.
ABSTRACT
The space experiment LMS-AGHF-ESA8 was devoted to studies on the solidification of
concentrated alloys. Indeed, the knowledge in this field suffers simultaneously of a lack of theoretical
description of the physical phenomena involved and of clear experiments to validate them.
We describe the experimental set-up and the experimental parameters chosen in order to
optimize the results. The alloy used is the pseudo-binary semiconductor GaSb-InSb, taken as model
material.
The first results, still to be confirmed by more in depth measurements, lead to conclusions in
two domains :
- The chemical segregations in the flight sample have shown an unexpected homogenization
of the liquid all along the solidification. This phenomenon does not agree with the present
understanding of the solidification of concentrated alloys.
- The crystal-crucible interactions, leading to detachment under microgravity conditions, have
been quantified for the first time. The results are in good agreement with our theory on the subject.
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I SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
The ESA8 experiment is essentially devoted to the study of the solidification of concentrated alloys.
When an alloy is melted then solidified back, a number of phenomena are occurring, which has an
impact on the quality of the resulting solid. For example, there are several growth regimes during
solidification that lead to very different structures of the sample: the first stage is characterized by a
smooth solid/liquid interface; when the growth rate is increased, the interface becomes wavy and, at
highest rate, totally disturbed. We have restrained our experiment to the first stage.
The shape of the solid/liquid interface and the chemical segregations of the components of the alloy
have a large influence on the final quality of the sample. These phenomena are now rather well
understood in the case of diluted alloys (i.e. when the chemical composition has no sensitive effect on
the physical parameters of the sample, such as density or melting temperature) but there is a lack of
both theory and experiments in the case of highly concentrated alloys [1].
Indeed, the large number of physical phenomena involved make the problem very complicated:
- Heat transfer in the liquid and solid phase, including release of latent heat at the interface.
- Hydrodynamical movements in the liquid that are due to differences in temperature or in chemical
composition. The resulting variations of density interact with the gravity field and generate
movements.
- Chemical segregations during solidification due to the fact that the solidified solid has not the same
composition than the liquid: some components of the alloys stay in the remaining liquid rather than
being incorporated in the solid.
In diluted alloys, these three phenomena are well decoupled (the thermal field induces movements
that induce chemical species transport) and the problem is rather simple (but it took more than thirty
years to get a satisfactory model!). In concentrated alloys, there is feedback between the phenomena
(chemical field induces movements and modifies thermal properties, especially melting temperature)
which makes the problem much more complicated.
The purpose of the experiment is to quantify the effect on solidification of variations in the external
thermal field (by varying the crucible material) and in the gravity level (by comparison between space
and ground experiments) by measuring:
- The temperature distribution around the sample.
- The interface shape along the growth process.
- The chemical segregations in the resulting solid.
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Another,totallyindependent,objectiveof theexperimentisto studythephenomenaofdewetting.
Thisdenotesadetachmentof thesamplefromthecrucible,whichiscommonlyobservedwhen
semiconductormaterialsaresolidifiedundermicrogravityconditions[2,3]eventhoughit isnever
observedonearth.
2 EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS, DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRESS
The alloy is a mixing of 20% (molar) of InSb and 80% of GaSb. These two compounds are
semiconductors that can be mixed in any proportion in the solid and liquid states and then the system
can be considered as binary. Antimonides are the less toxic semiconductor compounds and
furthermore they melt at the lowest temperature (530°C for InSb and 710°C for GaSb). This makes
them good candidates for a space experiment where safety concerns are mandatory and thermal
energy restricted. They are well known to show the dewetting phenomenon.
The InSb is heavier than GaSb and is rejected in the liquid. It is then expected that it stabilizes the
convective motion of the liquid close to the interface when the alloy is solidified vertically on earth
and that is why it has been chosen as the _ solute ,. The concentration of 20% corresponds to the
maximum difference between the solidus and liquidus lines of the pseudo-binary phase diagram. The
physical properties of these materials are very well known, including wetting properties on the
crucibles (wetting is of importance in the detachment matter).
_C. Sample
Electrode
Electrode Getter
BN
Seed
BN Silica
Crucibles
Fig I : Sketch of the experimental set-up.
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To avoidundercoolingof thesample,a - seed ,, which is not melted and is used as initiator of the
growth, is placed at the cold side of the sample. Because the experiment is not focused on structural
quality, the seed is not a single crystal. Seeds and feed materials have been prepared from pure (6N)
In, Ga, Sb and Te. The preparation by itself is a complicated task that led to a specific publication [7].
In order to act on the interface curvature during the growth, two crucibles are used. One is made in
quartz, with a very low thermal conductivity that gives interfaces with a very low curvature. The
second one is in boron nitride (BN) which gives strong interface curvatures. The inner diameters of
the crucibles were measured with a precision of a few micrometers, for subsequent comparison with
the external diameter of the solidified samples. Both crucibles don't conduct electricity. This is of
importance because the investigation on the interface curvature is made by applying electrical pulses
to the sample at regular intervals. By this way the Joule effect and the Peltier effect generate heat
close to the interface and disturb the growth. This disturbance can be revealed by subsequent cutting,
polishing and etching of the sample : the shape of the interface at the moment of the pulse is
materialised by a thin line visible on the polished, etched surface. By measuring the distance between
two lines, and knowing the time between the two electrical pulses, it is also possible to calculate the
growth rate. The parameters of the Peltier pulse marking are: duration 800 ms, amplitude 18 A and
they are sent every V2hour. It is necessary to dope the alloy with Te (1019 tO 1020 at/cm 3) in order to
get a good etching and demarcation of the interfaces. The electrical current enters the sample by the
hot (liquid) side, via a graphite piece and is collected at the cold part by a bronze pincer around the
seed. Nine thermocouples are placed all along the crucibles in order to measure in real time the
thermal field around the sample.
To avoid pollution of the sample, the experimental set up, which is enclosed in a standard Ta
cartridge, is under vacuum. A getter is placed at the hot part in order to pump the remaining gases
during the heating of the cartridge.
Given the chemical composition, the growth rate, thermal gradient, diameter and length of the sample
are a compromise between several constraints:
- Allocated time for the experiment.
- Avoidance of interface destabilization due to constitutional supercooling (the interface must remain
smooth).
- Avoidance of thermal convection due to residual gravity fluctuations during the space experiment.
- Interface curvature must be high enough so that fluctuations are detectable.
- Border effects at the beginning and end of the sample must be avoided.
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Takingintoaccounttheavailabletheoreticalliteratureontheseeffects[4-6],theoptimalparameters
werefound:
- Growthrate1.1lam/s.Thiswill bethevaluechosenfor thefurnacepulling.
- Thermalgradientin theliquid:60K/cm.
- Samplediameter12mm.
- Samplelength:152mmplus63mmof seed.At least95mmof thesamplewill besolidifiedunder
controlledconditions.
- Experimentduration(controlledgrowth):24hours.
Inordertooptimisetheexperimentaldesignandthethermalprofile,twoprototypetestshavebeen
performed.A qualificationtest,includingvibrations,hasthenbeenperformedinordertofix theflight
designandparameters.Onlyminormodificationshavebeenimplementedafterthesetests.Themost
importantwasduetothefactthatit hasbeenfoundimpossibletoidentifythePeitierpulsemarks
whentheyaresentwithaperfectperiodicity.A few pulses with an interval of ten minutes have then
been put among the ½ h spaced pulses.
The scientific observations performed on the samples during these preliminary tests have been
communicated [8]. They will be emphasized in a most quantitative way for the ground reference test..
During the first attempt to perform the experiment during the flight, a fault corresponding to an open
circuit in the Peltier pulse marking electrical circuit was detected by the furnace. The electrical
resistance of the Peltier circuit was measured by the crew in the flight model (infinite value, open
circuit) and in the spare model (0.6 Ohms). It was then decided to process the spare model for the
second attempt. The cartridge has been inserted without problem and the processing (pulling of the
furnace) phase began at MET 9/14:02 for 26 hours and 40 minutes: the experiment gained the
advantage of been processed during the 11th day of the mission that was a rest day for the crew. Then
the gravity disturbances were supposed lower than for a busy day. Figure 2 gives the process
parameters of the furnace versus time, as programed in real time during the flight experiment.
The thermocouples' measurements were analysed directly during the flight. (Excepted TC1 which
failed after 2h at high temperature). The interface position versus time, extrapolated from the melting
temperature and TC readings, showed a very constant nominal growth rate. The thermal gradients in
the liquid were 60°C/cm or higher, as expected.
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Fig 2: Process parameters of the flight experiment.
During opening of the cartridge and extraction of the sample, a bubble at the hot part was observed,
taking the whole diameter of the crucible. It was then supposed that the electrical current has not
passed through the sample and that the interface demarcation was not efficient. Indeed, subsequent
polishing and etching attempt never gave any trace of interface marking. This bubble is probably the
consequence of the presence of a fissure in the feed material right in front of the hottest part of the
heating element of the furnace. It is supposed that the melting process began at the fissure and that the
fissure gap increased more and more, because this semiconductor contracts during melting, leading
finally to a big bubble. Careful analysis of TC readings at the beginning of the processing phase
showed an anomaly (not detected during the flight) of heat transfer in the region of the bubble. This
insures that the bubble didn't move during the solidification process and remained at the same
position from the beginning to the end. Figure 3 shows a picture of the flight sample.
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Fig 3: External view of the flight sample. The seed is on the right (between 16 and 21 cm), the
BN/SiO2 junction at 10.5 cm and the bubble can be seen on the left (between 5 and 6 cm).
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Vacuum inside the cartridge has been measured at the opening: 10 mbar. These residual gases were
not analysed.
The ground reference test has been performed end of November 1996 in the flight model of the
furnace, with the same parameters than for the flight, using the flight cartridge initially rejected by the
furnace. Every process parameters and observations were nominal and no bubble was observed.
3 RESULTS ON CRUCIBLE-SAMPLE INTERACTION
Visual observation of the flight and ground samples shows a clear difference of external aspect in the
BN crucible. In the quartz crucible, on the contrary, the aspect is the same. Fig 4 shows the surface
morphology of the flight sample in the middle of the BN crucible. Fig 5 shows the morphology at the
BN/SiO2 junction. On the SiO2 side, the external surface of the sample is a molding of the roughness
of the machined crucible, as well as in the case of the ground sample. Fig 6 and table 1 give a
profilometer quantification of the surface roughness.
SiO2 BN
Ground 3 lam 7 _am
Flight 3 Rm 25 Rm
Table 1: Apparent roughness (Ra) of the sample in the two crucibles, compared between earth and
space.
Fig 7 and Fig 8 show the variations of the sample external diameter and of the crucible internal
diameter (as measured before and, when possible, after the experiment). The results are practically the
same for ground and space samples. Due to the measurement method (electronic vernier), the
measured diameter for the BN part of the flight sample is taken on the ridges. It can then be inferred
that the outer top surface of the ridges touched the crucible wall because there is clear evidence that
the ground sample, with the same diameter, touched the crucible. In the part grown in silica, it can be
noticed a close contact between the sample and the crucible (practically no gap) on earth and a narrow
(10 to 20 lam) gap for the sample grown in space. It seems then that the sticking of the sample on the
quartz was stronger on earth than in space where some differential contraction occurred between the
sample and the crucible. It seems that both samples grown in BN were allowed to contract freely.
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Fig 4: External aspect of the flight sample from the BN crucible
The conclusions of these observations are that the dewetting of the sample occurred only in space for
the BN crucible. The sample shows the classical ,, ridges ,, on it surface. From the profilometers, the
depths of the valleys between the ridges have a mean ,+alue of 25 12m with maxinlum values of 40 tam.
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Forthethreeotherconfigurations,thesamplewasamoldingof theroughnessof theBN or SiO2
crucibles. Considering that the contact angle of antimonides on silica is 120 ° and on BN 135 ° [9], it
can be concluded that the largest contact angle causes de-wetting and the lowest causes sticking.
These results are in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with our understanding of de-wetting
[2,31.
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Fig 5: Surface morphology of the flight sample at the BN/SiO2 junction
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Fig 6: Surface roughness of the flight and ground samples in the BN and SiO2crucibles.
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Fig 7: Internal diameter of the crucibles and external diameter of the sample after the flight
experiment, versus sample length.
LMS-AGHF-ESA8 : Ground Sample
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Fig 8: Internal diameter of the crucibles and external diameter of the sample after the ground
experiment, versus sample length.
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4 RESULTS ON CHEMICAL SEGREGATION
After cutting longitudinally in two parts, the samples were polished and the chemical concentration of
lnSb was measured by the electron microprobe method. These analyses are not totally completed.
Especially, chemical analysis of the Te distribution is lacking.
Figure 9 shows the longitudinal composition of the flight sample on its axis. Fig l0 A and B give the
radial segregation curves, respectively in the BN and in the SiO2 parts.
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Fig 9: Longitudinal InSb concentration along the flight sample axis. Solid line represents the
theoretical Scheil's law with full mixing in the liquid.
The solid line on figure 9 corresponds to the theoretical Sheil equation of full mixing. It appears
clearly that the solidification occurred under strong mixing of the rejected InSb in the bulk liquid,
whatever the mechanism of mixing. This result is totally supported by the radial segregation curves of
fig 10: the sample is practically homogeneous radially, which is characteristic of a very strong mixing
at the immediate vicinity of the solid/liquid interface. Only at the very beginning of the growth, a
relatively fast increase of concentration occurred, followed by a kind of destabilization that can be
seen on the etched sample. Nevertheless, this destabilization does not correspond to the classical
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Mullins-Sekerka criteria, because of a too low concentration at this point. The classical destabilisation
can be seen at the 10% level, at the end of the sample. Further in depth chemical analysis, especially
close to the BN/SiO2 junction, are needed to have a better insight on the results.
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Fig 10: Radial InSb concentration along sample diameter, at the positions A and B.
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Fromtheradialsegregationcurves,it canbeexpectedthatthesolid/liquidinterfaceswerepractically
flat(onlycurveddueto theeffectof thecrucibleonthethermalfield)andthatitsspeed idn't
experiencestrongvariations.Thisis ingoodagreementwith theverystablegrowthratededucedfrom
thethermocouples'measurementsandattenuatesthedisappointinglackof interfacemarksforthe
flightsample.
Becausethemixingwasverystrongcloseto theinterface,it is notbelievedthatsomeMarangoni
convection,associatedtothebubble10cmaway,couldberesponsibleof sucharesult.Fromquick
estimationof thethermalandsolutalGrashoffnumbers,it canbeconcludedthat,attheverygood
gravitylevelmeasureduringtheexperiment(betterthanI0 -5goin thefrequenciesunderinterest)the
residualthermalconvectioncannotmix theliquidandthatsolutalconvectionwasalwaysof a lower
magnitudethanthethermalone.
Thenthisverysurprisingresultisstill to beexplained.It shouldbepointedoutthatsimilarresults
haverecentlybeenreportedin thecaseof microgravitygrowthof concentratedsemiconductoralloys:
seeforexample[10andI 1].
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Forthegroundsample,Fig i 1and12givethelongitudinal(ontheaxis)andradialsegregations.Fig
13showsthestructureof thesampleandthemarkedinterfaces,asrevealedbychemicaletching.It
canbeseenthatthemiddleof thesampleisdestabilizedaftersomedistanceof growthin theBNand
SiO2.In between,thequalityis rathergood.A veryqualitativexplanationof theseobservationscan
begiven:
- Theinitial solidliquid interfaceiscurved,concavewhenseenfromtheliquid,duetothermalfield.
- Whengrowthproceeds,theInSbisrejected,especiallytowardthecenterof thesample(dueto the
curvature),wheretheconcentrationincreases( eefig 12-A)andthenthemeltingpointdecreases.
- Thisleadstoamorecurvedinterface(fig 13)andtheprocessgoesaheadwithagreaterandgreater
amountof InSbtowardtheaxis.
- Destabilisationoccurs(Fig 12-B)whentheaxialandradialthermalgradientsarenomoresufficient
to stabilisetheinterface.
- At thejunctionbetweenthetwocrucibles,thethermalfieldin theliquidishighlydistortedandthis
givesastrongthermalconvectionthatmixestheliquid.
- Thentheprocessis repeatedin thesilica.
Ofcourse,thisisonlyaveryhypotheticalexplanationandit isnecessarytoquantifytherelative
magnitudeof thermalconvection,solutaidamping,increaseof interfacecurvature,etc.,in the
transientprocessinorderto validateit. Becauseof theverycomplicated,highlycouplednonlinear
natureof theproblem,onlyafull numericalsimulationtakingintoaccountall thethermal,
hydrodynamicalndchemicalphenomenacanbeusedforthispurpose.
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interface markings. Position and curvature of the viewed interfaces.
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5 CONCLUSION
This experiment has given important results concerning two major effects of microgravity in
semiconductor growth:
- The de-wetting phenomenon has been quantified in terms of sample roughness and diameter. It has
been shown that the contact angle of the liquid on the crucible gives de-wetting when it is high and
sticking when it is lower. The measurements and observations are in good agreement with our
understanding of the phenomena.
- Chemical segregation analyses have shown that, under less than l0 _g0 residual accelerations, a full
mixing of the rejected solute in the remaining liquid is observed close to the interface. This result
cannot be explained with a simple estimation of the leading convective forces.
- Segregations observed on earth show complicated behavior which will necessitate a detailed global
numerical simulation to assess our qualitative description. It is hoped that the quality of the
experimental results is good enough to validate, or invalidate, the results of the simulation.
Further work on this experiment concerns full analysis of the thermal data, taking into account the
effect of the measured chemical analysis on the melting point, in order to get good estimates of the
growth rate and thermal gradients. Then results will be compared to detailed numerical simulations.
Also, analysis of ground samples at different, lower, compositions are in progress.
Due to the very surprising strong mixing obtained in space, a ground experiment in the horizontal
configuration would be of interest in order to solidify under well-known highly convective conditions.
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(1) OBJECTIVES
The final properties of alloys depend strongly on the microstructures formed at the solid -
liquid interface during the solidification process. Thus, a precise understanding of this pattern
formation is essential to produce high quality materials. In ground-based experiments, even when
solidification is performed in a both thermal and solutal stabilizing configuration, strong convective
flows remain present due to residual radial thermal gradients. The purpose of the LMS - AGHF -
ESA7 experiment is to examine cellular and dendritic arrays under conditions in which convection
is minimized and diffusive phenomena are dominant. From these experimental results, scientists
will better understand the dynamics of the microstructures and also enlighten the influence of
convection on the solidification.
(2) BACKGROUND
During the directional solidification of a binary alloy, three experimental parameters control
the morphology of the solid - liquid interface, namely the initial solute concentration, the
temperature gradient at the solid - liquid interface and the growth rate. If the first two factors are
maintain constant, at slow growth velocities, the solidification front is planar; as the rate is
increased, above a critical value, the interface forms a cellular microstructure which becomes
dendritic at higher growth velocities. This pattern formation is associated to the Mullins - Sekerka
instability [1] and much effort has been devoted to predict the characteristics of the cell or dendritic
arrays as a function of the solidification control parameters [2].
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However,convectionin themeltiswellknownto bethesourceof variousperturbativeffects
whichcanmodifyor masksomeimportantphysicalmechanisms[3]. Attemptsareoftenmadein
directionalstudiesto eliminatebuoyancyconvectivemotionin theliquidphase.A simplewayof
doingthisis toensurethatthedensitygradientiseverywherevertical,theheaviestmaterialbeingat
thebottom.Thisoccurswhengrowthtakesplaceupwardsin analloysystemin whichtherejected
soluteisdenserthanthesolvent.Nevertheless,evenin thisexperimentalconfiguration,it is well
knownthatstrongconvectiveflow canexistowing to radialeffects,especiallyin the cellular
growthregime[4-6].
As shownin previousexperiments[7, 8], acomparativestudybetweensamplesolidifiedat
lg andundermicrogravityis worth to providecriticalinformationconcerningtheinfluenceof
convectionuponthedirectionalsolidification.AI - 1.5wt%Ni is well adaptedfor suchastudyas
thedistributioncoefficientismuchlowerthanone(i.e. thesoluteis almostcompletelyrejectedat
thefront during the solidificationprocess)and the solute(nickel)is denserthan the solvent
(aluminum).
(3) EXPERIMENT
LMS - AGHF - ESA7 experiments
During the LMS mission in June 1996, two A1 - 1.5 wt% Ni alloys were solidified in the
Advanced Gradient Heating Facility (AGHF) of ESA which is a Bridgman type furnace. After
being machined into rods of 8 mm in diameter and 218 mm in length, the samples were elaborated
in a boron nitride crucible. To measure temperature gradient and solidification rate during the
whole experiment, the cartridges were equipped with 12 thermocouples, glued on the outer surface
of the crucible. The processing parameters were predetermined by experiments performed in the
breadboard and engineering models of the AGHF in the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales
(CNES) in Toulouse (France).
For both experiments, the thermal gradient was about (35+2) K/cm but two different pulling
rate profiles were used. In one experiment, a single low solidification velocity was imposed (V =
0.05 mm/min) whereas in the second run, two growth rates were successively applied (V = 0.2
mm/min and 0.1 mm/min). After a solidified length of typically three centimeters, the residual
liquid was quenched by a rapid furnace displacement (V = 10 mm/min). This stopped the
solidification and froze the interface microstructure.
Determination of longitudinal concentration profile
The axial concentration profiles are obtained by analyzing in grey levels the X - Ray picture of each
sample. This technique presents the great advantage to be non destructive and also enable us to
precisely determine the successive steps of the experiment, namely the initial position of the
interface and final position of the solidification front just before the quench. The solute
concentration is then given in arbitrary unit and will be calibrated with chemical or microprobe
analysis in future.
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Metallographic procedure
Since metallic alloys are opaque, a somewhat tedious procedure has to be used to obtain the
morphology of the solid - liquid interface. During the solidification, after stationary conditions are
reached, the shape of the solidification front is fixed by quenching the residual liquid phase. After
the experiment, the morphology of the solidification front is revealed by polishing on a
longitudinal section of the sample, containing the quenched interface. Transverse sections of the
samples are also obtained by the same metallographic procedure.
(4) RESULTS
Concentration profiles
The solute distribution in a directionally solidified alloy depends strongly on the type of
transport in the liquid phase [9]. In [.tg experiments, the absence of convection leads to a diffusive
mass transport in the melt as opposed to lg-experiments where convecto-diffusive transport is
dominant. Nevertheless, for the considered convection, namely upwards solidification with a
solutal stabilizing effect, a weak longitudinal macrosegregation is expected with a large radial
macrosegregation [6]. This point is confirmed by the concentration measurements on lg-samples
as shown in Fig. 1. After an initial transient, the average solute composition is quite constant at a
value slightly lower than the nominal value. This clearly shows that the convective roll formed
weakly mixes with the bulk liquid.
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Figure 1: Longitudinal segregatio, in Al - 1.5 wt % Ni sample
solidified at lg (G = 33 K/cm and V = 0.06 rnm/min)
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Macroscopic shapes of the solidification front
Fig.2 shows typical solidification fronts for sample elaborated at lg (Fig.2a and 2b) and in lag
(Fig.2c). The effect of convection results in a severe distortion of the solidification front which
could be divided in a cellular region and eutectic borders. The microstructure is obviously not
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unifom3acrossthe specimencrosssectionand thereforea largeradial macrosegregationis
expected.
Theexplanationforthiseffectisthatfluid flowoccursasa consequenceof gravity.Theflow
isasdescribedin [4, 6]: theinterdendriticliquid whichis solutericher,thereforedenserthanthe
bulk liquid,movestowardsanydepressedregionof thesolidificationfront and furtherretards
solidificationthere.Whenthelocalsoluteconcentrationreachestheeutecticomposition,eutectic
growthoccursandthelighterliquidmovesupwardsawayfromthesolidificationfront.Therefore,
if theinterfaceis notcompletelyhorizontal,convectioninevitablyoccurs.
In real experimentalconditions,this mayhappenbecauseof the differencesin thermal
conductivitiesof thesolid, the liquid andthecruciblematerial.This mayalsobe producedby
microconvectioni thetip zone[4]: whenonecell in thecellulararraylagsbehindits neighbors,
the denserliquid flows down, further eliminating other neighboring cells and producing the
distorted solid - liquid interface.
SOLID
-a- -b- -c-
Figure 2: Longitudinal sections of Al - 1.5 wt% Ni samples solidified
at_Ll_gl. - a - V = 0.060 mm/min, G = 33 K/cm and - b - V = O. 107 mm/min, G = 37 K/cm
in_L.Rg: - c - V = O.053 mtrdmin, G = 34 K/cm
Microstructures of the solid - liquid interface
Typical cross sections, four millimeters under the quenched interface, are presented in Figure
3. In lg-specimen (Fig.3a), the microstructure is not uniform across the sample section: in the core
of the sample, the microstructure is cellular but becomes more and more dendritic close to the
eutectic border. A strong tendency for these dendrites to grow towards the eutectic region is also
observed. Moreover, the location where these eutectic regions take birth is not correlated with the
symmetry of the thermal conditions applied by the furnace to the sample. As for the AGHF
samples grown at Ig, this feature is always obtained and, in most of experiments carried out in our
laboratory, the solidification front could be described as consisting of two parts: a cellular or
dendritic array and an eutectic zone (Fig.3b). In that case, the cells are said "clustered". On the
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contrary,in jig-sample(Fig.3c_,thecellulararrayisratheruniformandcoversthewholesection.
-a- -b- -c-
Figure 3: Transverse sections of Al - 1.5 wt% Ni samples solidified :
aL.l.g: - b - V = 0.06 mrrdmin, G = 33 K/cm and - c - V = 0.20 mrrdmin, G = 24 K/cm
ilt..Id,g: - a - V = 0.23 mm/min, G = 33 K/cm
These conclusions remain valid for experiments carried out at the Laboratory, in the same
range of solidification rates. For a higher value of the growth rate, the solid - liquid interface
becomes obviously dendritic but the macroscopic distortion of the front does not occur (Fig.4).
The influence of the convection is thus more important in the range of low velocities, for cellular or
weakly dendritic growth.
solid -liquid Interface
Figure 4: Longitudinal section of Al - 1.5 wt% Ni samples solidified at lg: V = 1.7 mm/min, G = 24 K/cm
All these results are in very good agreement with the model of Dupouy et al, for dendritic
growth [6]. Assuming that convection will have a significant effect on the solidification as soon as
the ratio F of the characteristic velocity of the convective flow U* to the solidification rate V is
greater than unity, it is possible to draw the theoretical curve of the transition between the
convective and the purely diffusive regimes (Fig.5). Experimental data are also reported in this
figure. Circles symbols correspond to cellular microstructures which are strongly perturbed by
convection and square symbol to one experiment where the solidification front is dendritic but with
no visible influence of the convection.
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Figure 5: Transition curve between convective and diffusive regimes
for Al - Ni alloy in the composition - growth rate diagram
(5) CONCLUSIONS
This comparative experimental study has shown that the coupling between the natural
convection and the morphological microstructures can be strong even when solidification is
performed in a both thermal and solutal stabilizing configuration. In that case, ground based
experiments are invariably perturbed by the thermosolutal convection and, consequently are totally
unsuitable for a study of cellular or dendritic arrays. For this alloy, only/.tg environment with a
dominant diffusive transport can provide reliable data.
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SUMMARY OF THE LMS - AGHF - ESA7 EXPERIMENT
The final properties of alloys depend strongly on the microstructures (cells and dendrites)
formed at the solid - liquid interface during the solidification process. Thus, a precise
understanding of this pattern formation is essential to produce high quality materials. In ground-
based experiments, even when solidification is performed in a both thermal and solutal stabilizing
configuration, strong convective flows remain present due to residual radial thermal gradients. The
purpose of the LMS - AGHF - ESA7 experiment is to examine cellular and dendritic arrays under
conditions in which convection is minimized and diffusive phenomena are dominant. In addition, a
comparative study between samples solidified at l g and under microgravity is worth to provide
critical information concerning the influence of convection upon the directional solidification.From
these experimental results, scientists will better understand the dynamics of the microstructures and
also enlighten the influence of convection on the solidification.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The high strength/density ratio makes
particle reinforced aluminum alloys with
precipitation-hardenable matrices e.g.
2XXX attractive for use in aircraft and
automobile structural parts. The most
effective way to achieve high quality - low
cost PRMMC products is via casting
processes. Development and application
might be improved by understanding of
the microstructural evolution during
solidification, especially with respect to
the distribution of the reinforcing particles.
The microgravity experiment
INTRAPP, performed in the Advanced
Gradient Heating Facility (AGHF) during
the Spacelab Mission-LMS in June '96,
aimed to investigate specific transient and
morphological aspects of the interaction
between inert particles and solidification
interfaces in the aluminum based
commercial composite material 2014 + 10
vol% AI203. Actually, it is not evident if and
how particle pushing criteria developed
for planar interface in steady state motion
can be transfered to transient and/or non-
planar solidification. The experiment was
completed in November 1996 with the
realization of flight identical ground
reference tests in the Flight Model (FM) of
the AGHF. The samples and the
corresponding processing data sets are
since available for evaluation.
The experimental results, summarized
in appendix 1, show that several specific
interaction patterns between particles and
solid/liquid interfaces have been
successfully generated in the different
sample regions as corresponding to the
selected processing parameters:
. particle pushing at coarsening grains
in the mushy zone of the fusion
interface during stabilization
. particle pushing and the transition
from pushing to engulfment in
directional solidification with planar
interface within the initial transient
, interdendritic entrapment of the
particles during directional solidi-
fication with dendritic interface
, interdendritic entrapment of particles
at columnar and equiaxed dendrites
during solidification at constant
cooling rate
This report addresses the evaluation of
the thermosolutal history and of the
related particle distributions in the
different sample regions, with focus on
the phenomenon of particle pushing in
the initial transient. The results will be
discussed in comparison with theoretical
model predictions.
2. EXPERIMENTS
The microgravity experiment INTRAPP
comprised the experiment development
in the BBM and the EM of the AGHF, as
well as processing of two cartridges in
orbit and in lg reference runs,
correspondingly. The cartridge design,
schematically represented in figure 1,
shows the core parts containing two
cylindrical samples, one sample
subjected to directiona_ solidification with
planar and dendritic interface and the
second one to solidification at constant
cooling rate with columnar and equiaxed
dendritic morpho Iogy.
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c. sample.1 [----__.___._ c. sample2
Figure1.Cartridgedesign
a. cartidgetube (Ta-W2.5 wt%),b. cruciblesand isolatingring (BN-ZrO2composite),c.
samples(2014+ 10vol%AI203),_ 8 *206mmand_ 8"39 mm d. liquidmetalring
A numberof 14 Inconel-sheethedthermocouples(typN Q 0.5)were placed in individual
groovesat theoutercircumferenceof thecruciblesat differentlongitudinalposition.
2.1. Sample material
The sample material consisted of the
commercial composite 2014 + 10 vol%
AI203 (DURALCAN), the particles being of
nominally 13 p.m mean size and of
angular morphology with an elongation
factor close to unity. Figure 2 shows the
solidification characteristics (2a.) and the
microstructure (2.b) of the sample
material in the as extruded condition.
Table 1. contains the standard compo-
sition of the matrix alloy.
For the investigation of particle /
interface interactions in this composite,
knowledge about the segregation beha-
vior of the matrix, as well as a reasonable
estimation of the magnitude of repulsive
forces is required. Qualitatively, the
segregation behavior and the invariant
reactions in 2014 correspond to the
quaternary system (AI-Cu-Mn-Si) as
assessed by Mondolfo [1]. The magnitude
of repulsive forces is related to interracial
energies in the three phase system:
particle / liquid / solid, or else to
constants of molecular interaction like the
Hamaker constant [2] or the London-van
der Waals constant [3]. For AI203 in 2014
the interfacial energies _,, _p_and _, are
taken from literature data refering to
aluminum or aluminum alloys [4,5]. The
interfacial energy difference, calculated
according to [6], gives A_ = 0,68 [N/m],
the accuracy being estimated to + 0,2
[N/m].
2.2. Processing parameters
The parameters, heater temperature and
furnace velocity, were defined such as to
obtain directional melting of the two
samples, followed by directional
solidification of sample 1 at two different
furnace velocities and subsequent solidi-
fication of sample 2 at a constant cooling
rate of 4 [K/min], the furnace being
immobile.
For sample 1 the parameters were
selected as to obtain an interface position
(isotherm 620°C) close to the middle of
the adiabatic zone and moreover, to
obtain the transition from particle pushing
to engulfment prior to the morphological
destabilization of the planar interface.
Figure 3 summarizes the processing
parameters applied in the two I.tg- and the
corresponding 1g-reference runs. F_JLigure
4 shows typical gradient profiles along
the directionally solidified sample 1.
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Figure 2a.
Solidification characteristics of the
matrix alloy determined by differential
scanning calorimetry (typ Perkin-Elmer
DSC 7)
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Table 1. Chemicalcompositionof the matrixalloy 2014
Element[wt%] Cu Si Mn M9 Fe
min. 3.90 0.50 0.40 0.40 -
max. 5.00 1.20 1.20 0.80 0.10
Cr - Ti " Zr " AI
bal.
0.15 0.15 0.25 bal.
110-
- r l =b • m • ill, I_" _'P I
.., ¢ it=:,,;.,
Iri- e_ll _h*Qll Ill)" -IW_JIIIIII
Figure 2 b. Microstructure in the as extru-
ded condition. The alignement of the
alumina particles along the direction of
extrusion (verticall can be observed.
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Figure 4. Gradient profiles
Axial profiles of the thermal gradient for
consecutive furnace positions in FM2
and the corresponding positions of the
interfance (v = 0.03 mm/min)
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Figure 3. Processing parameters
Diffuser temperature and furnace
velocity profiles applied during run 1
(FM1, GM1) and run 2 (FM2, GM2). The
two "quenching" operations were ment
for rapide furnace positioning, rather
than for structural conservation of the
interface.
2.3. Evaluation techniques
The evaluation is based on the analysis
of the particle distribution and its
correlation with the thermosolutal
conditions during solidification. For this
purpos the samples were cut along their
longitudinal axis by using a diamond wire
saw of 170 I_m wire diameter, one sample
half being dedicated to longitudinal ana-
lysis, the second to the preparation of
transversal metallographic sections.
The analytical techniques that have
been employed are: microscopy (LM and
SEM), interactive automated image
analysis and EDX / WDX for measure-
ment of solutal profiles in line scans and
area mappings. The thermal history is
based on as-registered thermocouple
data, while ongoing work is dedicated to
a more detailed simulation of the thermal
field.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Transition from particle pushing to
engulfment at planar interface in
the initial transient
Solidification with planar interface in the
initial transient is associated with the
increase of concentration for alloying
elements with subunitary partition
coefficient, of volume fraction of pushed
particles and of the interface velocity.
Under these conditions the particle /
interface interaction reveals two aspects:
First, because more evident to observe,
the transition from pushing to engulfment
occuring when a critical pushing
configuration is reached. Second, the
evolution of the pushing configuration
prior to particle engulfment, which is
suspected to occur in subcritical force
equilibrium with continuous adjustment of
the liquid gap width.
In the given experimental conditions
the transition from pushing to engulfment
was observed after 2.5 mm (run 1) and
5.5 mm (run 2) of particle pushing. The
critical velocity model of PStschke and
Rogge [7], transcribed into a more
general form gives:
(1)
v 2rl2[O_+ !3(c/Gq) + y(c/Gq) 2] = 1.69 Ao_
e_= 240(R/ao)2# 2 ,
13 16 (a/ao)2_ (Ira, I_/kD)
y (l_lAo/kD) 2
For the experimental verification of this
model the evaluation of the thermal
gradient and of the solute concentration
at the transition to engulfment is required.
Moreover, knowledge of the effective
interface velocity and of the effective melt
viscosity can be attempted via the models
of Coriell et al. [8] and Stefanescu et al.
[9].
Figure 5 shows the critical thermal
gradients at the transition to engulfment,
as extracted from thermocouple data.
Figure 6 exemplarily shows the solutal
profiles measured along one scan line in
sample FM2.
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Figure 5. Temperature gradient profiles
at the transition pushing / engulfment.
From the axial gradient profiles at the
moment of engulfment, the critical
gradient is determined as corres-
ponding to the respective position of
the interface at the onset of engulf-
ment.
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In addition, stage mapping of the
elements Cu, Mn, Mg and O was
performedfor the samples FM2and GM2
in order to check if the longitudinalscans
are indeed representative. Figure 7
shows one longitudinal scan through the
mapping area in FM 2 in comparison to
the lateral scatter. From the line scans the
critical concentration of the individual
alloying elements was extracted as
corresponding to the respective position
of beginning engulfment. Figure 8 and
figure 9 show the evolution of two
representative alloying elements, copper
and manganese, along the initial
transient of the flight and ground
reference samples respectively.
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Figure 7. Sections through the area
mapping of the copper concentration in
FM 2. Area size: 5 *10mm
The error bars indicated at selected
positions of the longitudinal scan
represent the transversal scatter.
In order to define the "critical concen-
tration", the multiply alloyed matrix is
reduced to an equivalent binary matrix via
the transformations [10,11]:
(2) ce = Zci, for i=1 to5
mie =(Zci.m,i)/ce
ke =(Z ci.mii.ki)/ce-m_e
Here, the indices "i" are related to the
individual binary systems between AI and
the alloying elements, while "e" represent
the equivalent binary data.
These transformations are rather simple.
A more refined analysis of the segre-
gation behavior based on thermo-
dynamics of the multiply alloyed matrix
will further enhance the evaluation.
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This is especially true with respect to the
partition coefficients and the liquidus
slopes. In ternary or higher alloyed
systems the sign of the liquidus slope
changes for certain elements (e.g. Mn in
AI-Cu-Si-Mn) from negative to positive, as
the system passes into the binary eutectic
region, although the partition coefficient
remains subunitary. It depends on the
sign of m;, wether the solutal distortion
induced by a particle leads concave or
convex deformation of the interface.
A check of the matrix segregation has
been made by solidifying the particle free
alloy 2014 at constant cooling rate and
measuring the solute profile across a
dendrite arm via EDX. The segregation
pattern, represented in figure 10, shows a
change from increasing (m,Mn< 0 ) to
decreasing Mn-concentration (m,Mn > 0)
related to intermetallic phase nucleation
in the system AI-Cu-Mn-Si-Mg [1].
A detailed investigation of the
segregation profiles obtained during
directional solidification of the INTRAPP-
samples will address this behavior of Mn,
which is representative for specific ele-
ments in higher alloyed systems.
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Figure 8. Axial concentration profiles
for the main alloying element Cu.
The sample position "0" corresponds to
the initial position of the liquidus tem-
perature + 10°C, being the position at
which the string-like particle agglome-
rates, originating from coarsening
grains in the mushy zone, cease to
exist.
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Figure 9. Axial concentration profiles
for the alloying element Mn.
The position "0" corresponds to the
initial position of the liquidus tem-
perature + 10°C, e.g. to the position at
which the string-like particle agglo-
merates, originating from coarsening
grains in the mushy zone, cease to
exist.
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Figure 10. Solute profile across a
globulitic dendrite obtained during
unconstained solidification of the
particle-free matrix alloy 2014 at 2
[K/min]. Colour etching with Weck's
reagent gives an optically accessible
view of the segregation. The EDX scan
line is indicated in the inserted image.
To date, the critical conditions for the
transition from particle pushing to
engulfment should be regarded as an
order of magnitude analysis only. They
are summarized in Table 2.
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Here, the effective melt viscosity is
calculated according to:
(3) 11 = q0-(1+2.5 fp+lO.05 f2) [8]
(4) fp = (_R 2 z) "f_o/ (_R 2 z'),
where z represents the pushing length, z'
the width of a boundary layer where the
pushed particles accumulate e.g. z'=1.2
[mm], R the sample radius, and fog the
initial volume fraction of particles in the
MMC.
Based on these data, the critical velocity
is calculated according to P6tschke and
Rogge ['7] and included in table 2. It
results that the experimental data are in
good agreement with the model
predictions, especially when taking into
account that the interface velocity is lower
than the furnace translation velocity. This
correction will be included during further
work. An analysis of errors associated
with the critical velocity values will be
addressed together with a more rigouros
treatment of the segregation in the matrix.
Beside the transition from pushing to
engulfment, a quite challenging question
arises with respect to the evolution of the
pushing configurations along the initial
transient. We expect these configurations
to be subcritical force equilibria,
continuously adjusting to the change of
governing variables (c, Th v, G). The
adjustment process is realized through
changes of the local curvature and of the
liquid gap width. Su bcritical force
equilibria are consistent with the concept
of the critical velocity, or more general of
the "critical conditions", as being the
maximum velocity - or the maximum
concentration etc. for which force
equilibrium can be established.
Transfering the model of P6tschke
and Rogge to transient pushing along the
initial transient predicts, that with
increasing concentration of the alloying
element both forces increase, with the
viscous drag force increasing more
rapidly than the molecular repulsive force.
Consequently, force equilibrium is
established at gradually decreasing width
of the liquid gap. Figure 11 principally
shows the evolution of subcritical force
equilibria with changing curvature of the
interface according to [7]. The analysis of
the experimental data on transient
pushing is in progress.
Table 2. Criticalconditionsfor the transitionfrom particlepushingto engulfment
Run
Fligh!I
Flight 2
Reference 1
i:teference 2
G
[K/cm]
109
C
[wt%]
2.93
[K/%]
3.20
' 2198
k
0.2
87 3.04 0.2
101 2.74 3.10 0.2
88 2.98 3.03 0.2
q
[Ns/m2]
3.9E10 -3
vexp. vcrit. [7]
Data for calculation of the critical velocity in 2014 / AI2O..
0.66
6.3E10 "_ 0.50
3.9E10 "_ 0.66
6.3E10 "_ 0.50
are summarized in [12]
[p.m/s]
0.60
0.43
0,61
0.44 i
,x,o"'[ \ \ ,.\
/ _ t_ \ ', ", r curvlltutll correctiotl ¢. "/
÷°x,o-,,F\
..lO"t
distance l_rlide I interface [rn]
Figure 11. Subcritical force equilibria
configurations calculated according to
[7] for a 20 pm-sized AI203 particle in
the equivalent binary matrix AI-X, as
function of the particle induced inter-
face curvature (e.g. concentration).
3.2 Particles at dendritic solid/liquid
interface in constrained and
unconstrained growth
The INTRAPP samples contain two
regions with dendritic morphology: In
samples 1 constrained dendritic growth
was gene rated over a length of 40 mm, at
v=l.0 [mm/min] and a thermal gradient of
85 to 105 [K/cm]. The samples 2 were
designated to unconstrained dendritic
growth at constant cooling rate, but due to
residual axial temperature gradients the
dendritic structure is columnar with a
transition to equiaxed growth in the
region of the cartridge hot end only. In the
dendritic regions particle distributions
were measured by interactive automated
image analysis on longitudinal sections of
the flight samples.
Among several distribution features, the
mean choard length (MCL) has been
selected for evaluation. The MCL is
measured perpendicular to the sample
axis, thus representig a means to quantify
the spacing between stringlike particle
agglomerates that occur in columnar
dendritic structures..Figures 12 and 18
show the evolution of the MCL in the flight
samples, for solidification at a furnace
velocity of 1 mm/min and at constant
cooling rate of 4 [K/min], respectively. The
evolution of MCL with proceeding
solidification gives interesting insight into
the dynamics of particle distribution in
relation to spacing selection during
transients that are induced by velocity
changes etc.. Its absolute value scarcely
bears information on the mechanism of
particle incorporation. More details can
be visualized in LM with an appropriate
etching technique (figure 14) or by SEM
(figure 15). They show that the particles
are located inbetween dendrite arms e.g.
in eutectic surroundings, for both, ground
and flight samples.
Models based on steady state
pushing, although validated for planar
interface [7], fail to explain the observed
interdendritic particle distribution e.g. the
critical velocity for unconstrained growth
configuration calculated according to It'7]
ranges from 10 _3 to 10 TM [m/s] depending
on the concentration. This extreme
reduction of the critical velocity compared
to the constrained planar growth is due to
the fact, that a particle of lower thermal
conductivity than the melt depresses the
interface via both, thermal and solutal
distortion. This order of magnitude
analysis suggests, that interdendritic
particle incorporation is based on
entrapment mechanisms, rather than on
"pushing in force equilibrium".
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Figure 12. Particle distribution in the
flight samples, directionally solidified at
v=l.0 mm/min, G = 85-105 K/cm. The
evolution of the mean choard length
shows the response of the particle
distribution to the velocity transient at
the steplike increase of the furnace
translation velocity from 0.03 (0.04) to 1
mm/min (arrow).
Figure 13. Particle distribution in the
flight samples, solidified at a constant
cooling rate of 4 K/min.
The high values of the MCL in the left
region are due to the fact that filling of
the free volume is accomplished by
flow of particle free matrix melt.
Figure 14. Interdendritic location of
particles in FM 1, solidified at a con-
stant cooling rate of 4 K/min. Colour
etching with Keller's reagent reveals
the segregation pattern of the matrix.
Figure 15. Interdendritic location of
particles in FM 2, solidified at a con-
stant cooling rate of 4 K/min. The AI203
particles (dark) are surrounded by
eutectic (whiteL
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Complementary experiments on particle
behavior during solidification at constant
cooling rate, carried out in 1g-gravity via
Differencial Scanning Calorimetry point
towards following specific mechanisms:
For cooling rates ranging from 0.2 to 50
[K/min] particle entrapment inbetween
dendritic branches is followed by
subsequent pushing at coarsening
dendrite arms (figure 16). For cooling
rates higher than 50 [K/min] entrapment
mechanisms are mainly related to particle
induced morphological instabilities,
resulting from the Iongrange thermo-
solutal interaction between particles and
dendrites (figure 17). This interaction
strongly disturbs the dendritic micro-
structure compared to the unreinforced
matrix.
Figure 16. Coarsening controlled inter-
dendritic particle distribution
dT/dt =-2 [K/min]
Figure 17. Entrapment controlled inter-
dendritic particle distribution
dT/dt =- 100 [K/min]
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The experimental results reflect the
manifold facettes of the interaction be-
tween inert particles and advancing
solid/liquid interfaces. From these, only
the transition from pushing to engulfment
at planar interface in the initial transient
has been reported here in some detail,
showing that the critical conditions for the
transition to engulfment are in good
agreement with predictions according to
the model of P6tschke and Rogge. More-
over, particle pushing along the initial
transient indicates that the system particle
/interface adapts to the evolution of the
governing variables, while going through
a series of subcritical pushing configu-
rations. The evaluation of these pushing
configurations is in progress.
These results show, how sensitively
particle pushing depends on processing
conditions and more, how complex it is to
transfer physical models (binary systems,
individual particle etc.) to real systems,
even in the rather simple case of a planar
interface. The situation gets more
complex and more interesting for
dendritic morphologies of the solidifying
matrix in constrained or unconstrained
growth.
Here, critical velocity models fail to
predict the observed interdendritic
particle incorporation by several orders of
magnitude, meaning they are non-
applicable as such. More general, the
phenomenon of pushing in force equi-
librium is probably irrelevant for particles
at morphologically structured interfaces,
being covered by thermosolutal
interaction mechanisms. Detailed under-
standing of the interaction, therefor re-
quires numerical simulation to resolve the
timedependent thermosolutal and force
interaction at high spacial resolution.
So far, the dependence of the critical
conditions for the transition from pushing
to engulfment on the gravity level, is not
evident. This is expected to be more
pronounced for pushing cie33rt2sengsxpectedthe
matrainedtheth0atquires12oft2satapplicabs,
tf 2n of thsresolon anfare
meanin228 orders arsre-tvnt rfacesThh0anfthscie33dcie33f
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effective viscosity of the melt
viscosity of the pure melt
effective volume fraction of particles
initial volume fraction of particles
inerface velocity (furnace velocity)
concentration of alloying elements
temperature gradient
interfacial energy difference
particle radius
atomic distance in the melt
ratio of thermal conductivity particle/melt
slope of the liquidus line
equilibrium partition coefficient
diffusion coefficient
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OVERVIEW OF RESULTS
Appendix 1
particle entrapment and
pushing at columnar and
equiaxed dendrites during
solidification at constant
cooling rate of 4 K/min
particle entrapment and
pushing at columnar den-
drites during directional
solidification:
v = 1.00 [mrn/min]
G = 85 -100 [K/cm]
transition from pushing to
engulfment at planar inter-
face in the initial transient:
v = 003 (0.04) [mm/min]
G=85+110 [K/cm]
particle pushing at coar-
sening grains in the mushy
zone of the fusion front
during thermal stabilization
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INTERACTIVE RESPONSE OF ADVANCING PHASE BOUNDARIES TO PARTICLES
INTRAPP
U. Hecht and S. Rex, ACCESS e.V., Intzestr. 5, D-52072 Aachen, Germany
Many natural and artificial composite materials offer unique properties that cannot be
obtained with a single material. Small ceramic particles for instance, when mixed into
aluminum alloy, lead to an increase of the overall strength and abrasive resistance, making
the material attractive for use in aircraft and automobile components. It is well known, that
the properties of the composite material do not only result from the rule of mixture, but that
they are highly sensitive to newly created characteristics of the material. Such
characteristics are the structure of the interface between particles and the base alloy and
the distribution of particles inside the base alloy. It is also known that particles are
preferentially located in specific regions of the base alloy, for instance inbetween the tiny
tree-like structures called dendrites, that grow from the molten alloy during solidification.
Here, the particles form net-like agglomerates and can lateron act as crack-paths. A reason
for this behavior might be the very small forces, some 10-8 [N] small, that act between the
growing solid and the ceramic particle, pushing the particle further into the liquid as growth
proceeds. The forces originate from fluctuations of the electric charge inside the atoms,
much like the forces that hold liquid atoms together in the condensed state.
The microgravity experiment INTRAPP, performed in the Advanced Gradient Heating
Facility (AGHF) during the Spacelab Mission-LMS in June '96, investigated the behavior of
alumina particles (mean size 13 pm) in interaction with advancing solid / liquid interfaces.
The samples consisted of the aluminum based commercial composite material 2014 + 10
vol% AI203. The microgravity results show a large variety of particle behavior: at plane
solidification front particles were pushed over several mm like being swept away by a snow-
plough, before getting engulfed into the solid. At non-planar front, particles were found to be
located inbetween the dendrite arms. Moreover, the large solidification interval of the alloy
allowed to show particles being pushed at coarsening grains in the mushy zone.
From the manifold data, particle pushing at plane front was evaluated first and shows
good agreement with the theoretical model of POtschke and Rogge. It also shows the
complexity of transfering theoretical models to real commercial materials. This becomes
more evident when processing conditions come closer to application, e.g. when dendritic
growth is generated in the base alloy: For these situations further modeling activities are
necessary when more than a qualitative prediction of the particle distribution is desired. The
microgravity experiment gave new impulse to our modeling activities, as it suggests two
overlapped mechanisms of particle incorporation at dendritic interface: particle induced
entrapment and pushing at coarsening dendrite arms.
The numerical simulation of this dynamic interaction will improve the understanding of
the microstructural evolution during solidification and might enhance development and
application of particle reinforced composites.
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During the LMS Mission on the space shuttle Columbia (between June 22 and July 6, 1996), three
experiments were conducted to evaluate the effect of liquid metal convection on the phenomenon of
particle engulfment and pushing by solidifying interfaces (PEP). This report includes the results
obtained after one year of analysis of flight results. In addition, a succinct account of ground pre-
flight results is included, so that an appropriate comparison can be made. Ground post-flight
experiments were also performed, but their analysis is not complete at this time.
1. Objectives
During solidification of metal matrix composites the ceramic particles interact with the solidification
front. This interaction is responsible for the final microstructure. The solutal and thermal field, as
well as fluid motion at the liquid/solid interface influence both interface morphology and the
particle/interface interaction itself. It is thus imperative to fully understand the solidification science
and transport phenomena aspects associated with the process in order to control it.
The scientific objectives of this work include: 1) to enhance the fundamental understanding of the
physics of interaction between inert particles and the solidification interface, and 2) to investigate
aspects of melt processing of particulate metal matrix composites in the unique microgravity
environment that will yield some vital information for terrestrial applications. The proposal itself
calls for a long term effort on the Space Station. The LMS was a flight opportunity with limited
scope. Its main objectives were as follows:
• to evaluate the experimental method including thermal regime, velocity regime, analysis
procedures;
• to obtain preliminary data on the critical velocity of particle engulfment.
2. Background
The phenomenon of interaction of particles with melt interfaces has been studied since the mid
1960's. While the original interest in the subject was mostly theoretical, researchers soon came to
the realization that understanding particle behavior at solidifying interfaces may yield practical
benefits. The experimental evidence demonstrates that there exist a critical velocity of the planar
solid/liquid (SL) interface below which particles are pushed ahead of the advancing interface, and
above which particle engulfment occurs.
While the problem is relevant to many fields of work such as cryobiology, frost heave in soils,
ceramic superconductors, etc., the majority of research work involving PEP is aimed at metal
matrix composites. Here the driving force is to obtain a homogenous particle distribution. To
achieve this goal one has to control the cooling conditions of cast composites in such a way that the
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solidification velocity is higher than the critical velocity. Only with a homogeneous distribution of
the reinforcement phase the improved mechanical properties of these materials can be fully
exploited.
While numerous models have been proposed over the years in an attempt to explain particle
behavior at the SL interface, a paucity of data exist in particular for ceramic particles dispersed in
metal matrices. The basic assumptions of all models include spherical and inert particles, and
macroscopically planar SL interface. Existing literature data on this subject are rather limited. With
a few exceptions the SL interface, for which the data have been reported, is not planar. Thus, the
results do not refer to the pushing ! engulfment transition, but rather to pushing / entrapment. The
particles used in most studies were not spherical but had an irregular shape, which runs against one
of the basic model assumptions. These and other constrains of presently available experimental
data make the task of model validation for metallic systems an impossible one. Accordingly, the
main goal of the flight program is to provide reliable experimental data that can be used for
validation of models describing particle behavior at the solidifying interface in metal matrix
composite materials.
3. Methods of Data Acquisition and Analysis
3.1 Selection of metal matrix - ceramic particle system
The metal matrix - ceramic particle system to be used for evaluation of the critical velocity for the
pushing / engulfment transition (PET) must satisfy the requirements imposed by the major
assumptions in existing particle pushing models. These assumptions include: pure metal matrix,
planar SL interface, spherical particle, particle is chemically inert with respect to the metal,
minimum liquid convection at the SL interface, no flotation or sedimentation of particles.
Based on these restrictions the experimental system chosen consisted of zirconia particles dispersed
in a pure aluminum matrix. Aluminum (99.999% A1) was selected in spite of obvious difficulties
resulting from its high affinity for oxygen, because it is the basis for the most promising cast metal
matrix composites for mass production. In addition, an AI-4.5% Ni alloy was also prepared, to
explore the implications of low solutal levels, and of change in wettablity.
Zirconia particle were selected because they do not react with aluminum up to temperatures of 900
°C. While both zirconia and silicon carbide are non-wetting at 700 °C, as the temperature is raised
to 1100 °(2 the SiC becomes wetting, indicating an interface reaction. Zirconia remains non-
wetting. Additionally, 21"O2 is thermodynamically more stable than A1203. Thus no reducing
reaction is expected below 900 °C. Finally, spherical zirconia particles are available, while it was
impossible to find spherical SiC particles.
The general shape of the zirconia particles is presented in Fig. 3-1. The nominal particle diameter
was 500 l.tm. A size distribution of the particles is given in Fig. 3-2.
Fig. 3-1 SEM images of zirconia particles
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Fig. 3-2 Zirconia particle size distribution
3.2 Sample preparation
The same method was used for ground and flight sample p.reparation. The samples to be used for
directional solidification were prepared by melt processing m a resistance furnace under high purity
argon atmosphere and casting into a graphite mold to produce cylindrical specimens of 9 mm
diameter and 100 mm length. Two to three vol.% zirconia particles were added to the liquid and
mechanically mixed before pouring.
3.3 Evaluation of particle position
The zirconia particle distribution in the aluminum samples after casting and after DS was evaluated
through real time X-ray Transmission Microscopy (RXTM). Magnifications of up to 20x were
used. A three dimensional distribution of the particles was obtained by rotating the sample under
the X-ray beam and recording the transmitted image on a video recording device.
In addition to RXTM all ground samples were examined by optical metallography. The samples
were grounded layer by layer to map the volumetric particle location. About 200 l.tm of material
were removed each time. As the particles were 500 _tm in diameter it was possible to locate all of
them. The flight samples will also be examined by optical metallography.
A number of criteria for interpretation of experimental results were established to obtain "clean"
data for the evaluation of the PET, as follows:
• Particles were assumed to be pushed if:
for ground (quenched) samples: particles were found at or very near the quench interface;
for all samples: there were no particles in the middle of the sample in the DS region.
• Particles were assumed to be engulfed if:
for ground (quenched) samples: there were no particles at the quench interface.
for all samples: there were particles in the middle of the sample in the DS region;
• Clusters of particles were ignored.
• Particles at the following locations were ignored: the first 3 mm from the initial melt interface;
the walls of the sample; particles attached to gas bubbles.
3.4 Ground pre-flight methodology
The ground samples (9 mm dia. x 100 mm length) were directional solidified in a Bridgman-type
furnace. A total of 28 experiments were run with A1-ZrO 2 and 22 experiments were run with AINi-
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ZrO 2. The gradients at the SL interface, as measured with the main heater temperature set at 800 °C
and the trim heater temperature set at 850 °C, were 100 K/cm. For each sample only one
translation velocity was used. After enough solid was produced through DS the crucibles
containing the samples were quenched in water.
In DS experiments it is well known that the furnace translation velocity is not the same as the
solidification velocity. To evaluate an average solidification velocity, the distance between the
initial melt interface and the SL interface after quenching was measured and divided by the furnace
translation time.
3.5 Flight methodology
During the LMS Mission three samples were directionally solidified in the AGHF facility. They
will be referred here as flight samples FM1, FM2, and FM3. The main characteristics of the
samples are summarized in Table 1. The ampoule-sample assembly for the three flight samples is
shown in Fig. 3-3. Each ampoule-sample assembly was instrumented with 12 thermocouples.
Three of these were placed into a ceramic sheath and incorporated into the sample by casting. The
remaining eight were positioned in grooves on the outside of the crucible. Different furnace
velocity regimes were used during the DS of the samples. For FM1 a step-wise decreasing regime
was used, while for the other two a step-wise increasing regime was chosen• The exact numbers
used for furnace translation velocity are given in Table 1. The flight data were recorded on a
spreadsheet and included furnace position, furnace velocity, therTnocouple position, and
temperature for each thermocouple versus time. The SL interface velocity resulting from the
different furnace translation velocities was calculated based on thermocouple data.
Table 1 Characteristics of flight samples
Flight sample Material Ampoule-sample Velocity regime,
_tm/s
FM1
FM2
FM3
AI - ZrOa
AINi- ZrO2
AI - ZrO2
spring-piston
expansion reservoir
expansion reservoir
20 - 5 - 0.5
1 -3-9
1 -3-9
a) spring-piston design: sample FM1
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b) expansion reservoir design: samples FM2 and FM3
Fig. 3-3 Design of ampoule-sample assembly.
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Each flight sample was examined after micro-g processing by X-ray computer tomography (CT) to
asses its integrity.
4. Flight Results Compared with Ground Results
A1-14
V = 1.9 i_m/s
4.1 Ground results
From the 28 experiments run only 13 experiments were considered "clean" and were used for the
evaluation of the PET. Some typical examples of particle distribution after DS are shown in Fig. 4-
1. Note that on sample AI-14 two particles present in the DS region were not considered as
engulfed because they were engulfed during the initial transient when the solidification velocity is
not steady.
Ski particle#-
_°_:o o
0 0 0
A1-15
unmelted DS region quenched liquid
O
O
V = 85 p.rn/s
Fig. 4-1 Schematic representation of particle distribution in DS aluminum - zirconia samples: top - pushing;
bottom - engulfment.
The results of the directional solidification experiments for the aluminum-zirconia system are
summarized in Table 2. For ease of interpretation the data have been listed in increasing order of
the solidification velocity at which they have been processed. From these data it is obvious that a
clear PET exists at a solidification velocity between 1.9 and 2.4 I.tm/s. However, a notable
exception is seen for sample Al-18.
Table 2 Experimental results for aluminum - zirconia samples
Solidification
velocity_ p.m/s
Sample no.
nw
AI- AI-
22 27
Result" P P
• P: pushing, E: engulfment
BJ 2.4 2.6 5.8 6.5 10.9 / 15 44.8 85
AI- AI- AI- AI- AI- AI- AI- AI- AI- AI- AI-
28 14 23 21 29 30 17 18 24 16 15
P P E E E E E P E E E
For the A1Ni-zirconia system particles were engulfed at all velocities used, that is from 1.2 to 80
IJ.m/s. Thus, it is apparent that the PET should occur at velocities smaller than 1.2 l.tm/s. This
lower range of velocities is beyond the present capabilities of the UA furnace.
4.2 Flight results
4.2.1 Engineering report
Both the cartridge containing the ampoule, and the ampoule after extraction from the cartridge were
examined by X-ray and computer tomography (CT). The results of the cartridge CT evaluation are
shown in Fig. 4-2.
The spring-piston assembly used for sample FM 1 functioned as expected. Some liquid AI leak is
seen past the fore side of the piston. This leak does not seem to be significant, since no AI is seen
in the 90 ° position of the CT (lower picture on Fig. 4-2a). No metal has leaked past the aft side of
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thepiston,andthenominaloperationof thespring-pistonassemblywasnotaffected.As aresultof
thisnovoid isseenbetweenthepistonandthesampleandthesampleitself wassound.
a) sample FM1
b) sample FM2
c) sample FM3
Fig. 4-2 CTimages of the flight cartridge - ampoule assembly.
Sample FM2 was less successful. On Fig. 4-2b it is seen that several voids have formed along the
sample. It appears that the liquid metal has fractured in that region resulting in a two-part solid
sample: an upper part that is in contact with the alumina plug, and a lower part.
Sample FM3 behaved as expected. On Fig. 4-2e it is seen that the shrinkage cavity was positioned
between the metal and the alumina plug. The sample itself appears to have no significant shrinkage
porosity or voids.
4.2.2 Science report
Samples FM I and FM3 which consisted of AI-ZrO 2 will be discussed first. A summary of RXTM
particles positions in the FMI sample before and after flight is given in Fig. 4-3. To identify the
particles positions with respect to velocity zones, a velocity-distance graph was associated with the
RXTM images. It is quite clear that at velocities of 5 I.tm/s and above all particles were engulfed. A
more detailed analysis is necessary for the region solidified at 0.5 !am/s. To this effect the region of
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interest was enlarged in Fig. 4-4. It is seen that as the SL interface velocity decreases from 5 to
0.5 p.m/s particles are still engulfed ( no. l, 2 and 3). In the region of 0.5 12m/s all particles have
been pushed by the interface, with the exception of particle no. 4. However, upon rotating the
sample during RXTM examination it was found that this particle is very close to the crucible wall,
which means it should be removed from consideration. As soon as the velocity increases due to
rapid furnace translation at the end of the experiment particles are engulfed (no. 5). A detailed
RXTM image of the region of interest is presented in Fig. 4-5.
As-cast Flight
16
14
12
10
2
Velocity [_mls]
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k
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120
interface
Fig. 4-3 Summary of RXTM evaluation of particles positions correlated to furnace and solid/liquid interface
velocity for sample FMI.
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It must be noted that the interface velocity could be accurately determined only as long as
thermocouple information was available. Then, since in the 0.5 p,rrds regime our calculations
indicated that furnace velocity and interface velocity were linear and had approximately the same
slope, the position of the SL interface was extrapolated as shown in Fig. 4-4.
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Fig. 4-4 Summary of RX'TM evaluation of particles positions in sample FM1 in the region of furnace
translation rate of 0.5 p.rn/s.
Fig. 4-5 RXTM image of flight sample FM1. Particles are engulfed at 5 _m/s and in the transient region. No
valid engulfed particles are present in the 0.5 _rn/s region.
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From the analysis of RXTM particles position in the FM3 sample before and after flight (Fig. 4-6)
it is concluded that, since particles are found in all three velocity regions, engulfment occurred even
at the lowest velocity regime used in this sample, which was of 1 l.tm/s.
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Fig. 4-6 Summary of RXTM evaluation of particles positions in sample FM3 in the region of furnace
translation rate of 1 and 3 prn/s.
The material used for sample FM2 was A1Ni-ZrO 2. The RXTM particles position in this sample is
presented in Fig. 4-7. From the analysis of these data it is apparent that the target interface velocity
of 1 ILtm/s has been achieved only on a very narrow region of the sample. It is not clear if pushing
occurred in that region. It was also observed, even by RXTM, that many particles have reacted, in
particular toward the end of the sample. Clearly, metallographic analysis and additional
experiments are required to allow for any definitive conclusions.
4.3 Discussion
One of the basic criteria for acceptability of PEP experimental results is an inert particle / matrix
system. Thus, before any definitive conclusions could be reached on any of the flight samples, it
must be documented that no reaction occurred at the particle / matrix interface. At this time only
some preliminary results are available on sample FM3. They are illustrated in Fig. 4-8. It is seen
that as long as moderate temperatures were reached during processing a clean particle / matrix
interface is obtained. The white borders on Fig. 4-8a are only shadows. However, at temperatures
higher than 900 °C, EDAX analysis confirmed that zirconia particles reacted with the matrix,
producing an oxidized interface (Fig. 4-8b). The oxidized region is A120.3. It is thus clear that a
complete analysis of particle/matrix interface must be conducted for the regions of interest.
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Fig. 4-7 Summary of RXTM evaluation of particles positions in sample FM2 in the region of furnace
translation rate of 1 and 3 p.m/s.
Assuming for the time being that in the controlled DS regions of the samples zirconia particles did
not react, it seems to be possible to conclude that the absence of convection resulted in a decreased
critical velocity. Indeed, for the A1-ZJO 2 system flight results seem to indicate a critical velocity
between 0.5 and 1 p,m/s, while ground experiments suggest a critical velocity between 1.9 and 2.4
_m/s.
a) good interface in the DS region at 710 °C b) oxidized interface in DS region at 950 °C
Fig. 4-8 SEM evaluation of particle (zirconia) - matrix (AI) interface
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These results are not surprising. Indeed, work with organic transparent materials has also
demonstrated that the critical velocity increases with the level of convection in the liquid, and that
above a certain convection level the particle does not interact with the interface at all t .
Fluid mechanics also provides arguments for this
behavior. Assuming that the particle moves parallel to
the SL interface because of natural convection (Fig. 4-
9), it can be expected to roll because of the velocity
gradient imposed in the y-direction. Simple calculations
for ideal fluids show that in such a case a "lift" force
will be generated 2. This force will act in the y-direction
and will be directed away from the interface. This force
is accentuated when the particle moves at a velocity
different from the average fluid flow rate 3.The lift force
will thus behave like an additional repulsive force and
therefore will increase the critical velocity.
II/
5. Conclusions Fig. 4-9 Origin of the lift force.
The main conclusions that can be drawn at this time are as follows:
• A flight methodology has been developed and successfully tested.
• Pushing has been observed in the A1-ZrO 2 system at a solidification velocity of 0.5 I.tm/s.
Engulfment was observed at velocities of 1 l.tm/s and above. This seems to indicate a
critical velocity for PET of 0.5 to 1 lam/s.
• In the AINi- ZrO 2 system pushing may have been observed at 1 grn/s. However, no f'trrn
conclusion could be reached at this time.
• The present results may only be considered as preliminary. A significantly larger number of
samples must be processed in order to confirm the present conclusions.
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7. Non-technical Summary
In this experiment zirconium oxide particles dispersed in liquid aluminum were used to model what
happens to inert, nonreactive particles at the solid-liquid interface in different systems. Convection,
and thus movement in the liquid, complicates the physics of the material interaction on Earth. By
conducting this investigation in microgravity these difficulties could be overcome. When discrete
particles are present in a liquid matrix, directional solidification of the liquid will either cause the
particles to become engulfed in or pushed out of the solid. Whether particles are engulfed or
pushed depends on the speed of solidification. If the solidification velocity is higher than a certain
critical velocity, the particles are engulfed by the advancing solid; if it is lower, they are pushed
ahead of the solid.
Modeling these systems has future applications in fields ranging from superconductor and metal
matrix composites to frost heaving and cryobiology. For example, particle engulfment is beneficial
when creating metal matrix composites, which are metals that incorporate strengthening particles,
usually of a ceramic material, for reinforcement. Engulfment of these particles results in their being
uniformly distributed, giving the composite material better properties than if the particles were
pushed during solidification. In addition, understanding the physics behind particle engulfment and
pushing can lead to solutions to problems like frost heaving. Frost heaving occurs when water that
has seeped around soil begins to freeze. Because the solidification velocity of the water is slower
than the critical velocity for engulfment, the soil particles are pushed out of the solid water (ice),
causing the combination of ice and soil to take up as much as 300 percent of the volume of the
original soil and water mixture. The increase in volume can displace road surfaces and
foundations, causing a great deal of damage. The exploration of these physical phenomena may
provide a stepping stone for those who wish to conquer such earthly problems.
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